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CHAPTER 1: Introduction & Hypothesis  
 

1.1 Introduction 

My passion for video games and music is what drove me to write this thesis. 

Ever since I first started playing video games together with my brothers and friends, playing games 

such as Sonic The Hedgehog and Mario Kart, I was drawn towards the melodies. Melodies that 

stuck in such a way that my entire family knows them, even though my parents never played the 

games. My musical journey started when I was eight years old, when my father got home from a 

visit from the United States. As one of the many ways my dad shows love, he had brought home 

gifts for all his sons. My oldest brother received a drum kit, my second oldest and youngest brother 

received electric guitars, and I was gifted a blue Fender Precision bass. Fast forward 18 years later, I 

find myself working as a music teacher with a bachelor’s degree in music pedagogy, and as a bass-

player for two bands - the metalcore band Sobre Todo Nombre, and the prog-metal band Arkentype. 

And I’m still enjoying video games and their melodies. 

 

Games had a different position in popular culture when I grew up compared to now, and much of 

this is due to video-streaming services and the introduction of e-sports. 

Professional gamers earn money from streaming platforms such as YouTube and Twitch.tv, 

participating in e-sports tournaments all over the world, and they receive sponsorships in the same 

way that an athlete does. This growing community is something I feel a strong relationship to. 

While not all people who play games identify as a gamer (Shaw, 2011), I certainly do. My two 

interests complement one another in a compelling way. While the games I play impact my 

songwriting significantly, my musical knowledge provides me with a greater appreciation for the 

incredible compositions of people such as Nobou Uematsu (Final Fantasy), Koji Kondo (Super 

Mario, The Legend of Zelda) and Masato Nakamura (Sonic The Hedgehog 1 & 2). A couple of 

years ago a Kristiansand-based chiptune-composer, ‘Kubbi’, introduced me to the chiptune-genre, a 

genre which generally tries to replicate the nostalgic sounds of the 1980-1990’s 8-bit and 16-bit 

game music, and use similar compositional techniques. The term chip-tune is often used to describe 

the game music as well. Needless to say, I immediately fell in love with it. I have even opened up a 

Soundcloud-profile, with dedicated chip-tune (or chip-funk to be specific) compositions.  

 

When I first began my master’s thesis at the University of Oslo, I was introduced to the field of 

music and gender within the field of popular music studies. I became fascinated by the various ways 

in which gender is negotiated in popular culture, and through which mechanisms my own ideas of 

gender have been formed by my surroundings. Born in 1994 meant I was part of the generation that 
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was introduced to the Mario Kart franchise through the second game, Mario Kart 64. The beginning 

of the series was in 1992, when the first Mario Kart game was released on the Super Nintendo 

Entertainment System (SNES). The history of Mario Kart links my object of study directly to the 

same era that the chiptune-genre draws inspiration from. The game has specialized sounds and 

animations for each playable character, giving them a sense of personality. Mario Kart 64 featured 

six (arguably) male characters, Mario, Luigi, Wario, Donkey Kong, Bowser, Yoshi, one female 

character - Princess Peach, and one (according to Nintendo) androgynous character named Toad 

(Hooton, 2014). This is an interesting statistic for scholars studying gender in video games because 

of its history of male dominance, both as a medium and as an industry (Ruberg and Phillips, 

2018.).  

 

The focus of this master thesis falls on the series’ newest addition, Mario Kart 8 Deluxe (2017), a 

kart-racing game with characters from the Nintendo universe. The mainstream game has several 

features which the series have expanded on since the first Mario Kart released. Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 

features different playable characters with their own personalities. It has a multiplayer-function, as 

well as two various modes of play, either the ‘racing’-mode or the ‘battle’-mode. 

 

Since the Mario Kart franchise saw the light of day, graphics have improved the realistic entity, and 

the audio has higher quality than ever. The amount of playable characters has grown, the 

customizability has increased, and the game series is now arguably more immersive than previously 

before. The music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe also features live-recordings of Nintendo’s own big 

band, arguably bridging the gap between game-music and popular music. Especially considering 

how the title screen music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe has been covered by Rundfunk-Tanzorchester 

Ehrenfeld on german televisioni. The Nintendo homepage's showcasing of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is 

done so in a way that seems to encourage diversity in terms of the representation of characters. 

Which brings me to a central premise of this thesis: With regard to audiovisuality, gender research 

and queer theory, I consider whether minorities - those that identify outside the dominant male-

female, strictly heterosexual space - find themselves included and satisfyingly represented both as a 

target audience and in the variety of characters, or if they are further marginalized. 

Ruberg and Phillips (2018) notes that:  

 
Both historically and in the present day, video games as a medium and an industry have been 

aligned with the forces of hegemony and empire (Fron et al., 2008; De Peuter and Dyer-

Witherford, 2009). “Toxic gamer culture,” as it has been termed by feminist game studies 

scholars like Mia Consalvo (2012), Megan Condis (2018), Christopher Paul (2018), and Anastasia 
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Salter and Bridgett Blodgett (2018), has come to dominate popular discussions of games. The 

field of game studies, too, with its canon of straight, white, cisgender men and its longstanding 

emphasis on supposedly apolitical formalism, has also been implicated in these systems of 

oppression (Murray, 2017; Malkowski and Russworm, 2017). (Ruberg and Phillips, 2018.) 

 

While Ruberg and Phillips notes that there are ‘‘many valuable exceptions’’ in regards to their 

statement (ibid), I feel compelled to ask the question: Has Nintendo broadened their representation 

in their games to fit the modern society of the 21st century, where inclusiveness seems to be of the 

utmost importance? Is Nintendo catering to a broader audience than previously shown in the game 

industry? On this note, Kerr and Kline et al. argues that software developers tend to stay with the 

tried and trusted approaches:  

 
(…) publishers may not have as strong an interest in widening the appeal of games as they claim. 

They highlight the fact that software development is a risky business. Most products fail. This 

creates a powerful incentive to stick with the tried and trusted approaches and ride on the coat 

tails of proven success. (Darryl et al. on Kerr and Kline et al. 2005) 

 

This leads to the central research quest of this thesis: Is Nintendo addressing a queer audience in 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe or are they staying with the tried and trusted approaches? 

 

1.2 Hypothesis 

My main research questions are: Does the sound that frames Mario Kart 8 Deluxe queer 

stereotypical notions of masculinity and femininity? If so, what are the gendered characteristics that 

result in aspects of self-identification? And to what extent does sexuality and sexual preference 

have an underlying effect on the relationships created? To this end my hypothesis is multi-faceted 

as I enquire into the link between the player’s gendered identity and the character that a person 

chooses when playing which reinforces notions of gendered identity. Given that the game’s 

animations and sound design are always gendered, and thus combine to make up the impression of a 

gendered personality, I set out to discover how the music of Mario Kart plays a role in the queering 

of this impression. As such, I am interested in the degree to which the character roster fits into 

western ideals of normative gender constructs. To this end, I ask what happens when these fall 

outside of fixed categories, and what might make them arguably queer. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY  
 

Overview 

To address my research question, I have chosen to draw my theory from three fields of study: Game 

studies, popular musicology and gender studies. As the nature of my thesis is grounded in popular 

musicology, my thesis’ natural main focus is that of sound, but I am also interested in how this 

merges with questions of gender in the context of video games. My theoretical approach will be laid 

out in the following sectional format: The first consists of a brief introduction to audiovisuality, and 

deals with sound and vision presented simultaneously. The second deals with matters related to 

gender politics, and this extends to gender politics regarding both vision and sound. In the third 

section, I progress to theory on game sound, and the various functions that game sound serves. In 

the fourth section, I go over theory related to queerness and queer gaming. In the final section of my 

theoretical approach, I will consider theoretical issues as they relate to Nintendo and contextualize 

their narrative as a company in relation to my research question.  

 

Audiovisuality 

In a general sense, the way audiovisuality is employed in The Oxford Handbook of New 

Audiovisual Aesthetics derives from Michel Chion’s notions of «audio-vision»: ‘‘the sensory and 

semiotic result of sound placed with vision, an encounter greater than the sum’’. (Richardson and 

Gorbman, 2013) Much of my audiovisual analysis is in debt to film theory and music video 

analysis. In particular, The Bloomsbury Handbook of Popular Music Video Analysis (2019), edited 

by Lori Burns and Stan Hawkins, presents us with an updated overview of this history at the time of 

writing this thesis. E. Ann Kaplan’s seminal work Rocking Around The Clock (1987), ‘‘was the first 

to scholar to adopt a postmodern approach for the analysis of MTV video types and styles’’ (Burns 

and Hawkins, 2019, p. 3), and this formed much of the foundation for methods and theories devised 

for analyzing audiovisuality. Lisa Lewis was one of the scholars who followed shortly after, and 

‘‘explored gendered address in her Gender Politics and MTV (1990)’’ (ibid), while ‘‘Andrew 

Goodwin proposed a blend of musicological and sociological perspectives in his Dancing in the 

Distraction Factory: Music Television and Popular Culture (1992)’’ (ibid, p. 4). In this study, 

‘‘Goodwin outlined a taxonomy of music video narrative structures, offering a critical reflection on 

how the dynamics of stardom and the social variables of fandom relate to video reception’’ (ibid). 

Nicholas Cook broadened the field of audiovisuality with his 1998 work Analysing Musical 

Multimedia, ‘‘which pinpointed the intersections between and among the individual multimedia 

layers of a music video, as well as other musical media (opera on film, Disney animation of 

classical music, and so on)’’ (ibid). In 2004, ‘‘Carol Vernallis’s book Experiencing Music Video 
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established new directions for the analysis of the music video form, which she would later expand 

upon in Unruly Media (2013)’’ (ibid): 

 
Film theorist Michael Chion’s work on audiovisual aesthetics would be one of many incentives 

for Vernallis to explore visual processes in relation to sonic processes, ranging from the deliberate 

coordination of musical and visual events to the communication of a gesture both in the images 

and the sounds (Hawkins and Burns, 2019, p. 4). 

 

In approaching the analysis of Mario Kart’s queerness through an audiovisual lens requires probing 

into how sound and the visuals within the game reinforce each other to make an impression that is 

greater than the two parts combined. The narrative structures of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe gameplay is 

also of interest in regard to how sounds and imagery tell a particular story.  

 

Media scholar Mark Grimshaw has claimed that ‘‘(e)ven when the sensations of sight and sound are 

temporally separated, they may still combine to make one perceptual effects of combined sensory 

phenomenon; a gunshot might be heard some time after a muzzle flash is seen, but the firing is 

perceived as one event.’’ (Grimshaw, 2012, p. 347) My interest does not lie in the sound or image 

exclusively, but how they impact one another to create, as Grimshaw puts it, a combined sensory 

phenomenon.  

 

Gender politics and the body  

One of the arguments that I have continuously considered in this study is that gender is fluid, 

although there are certain biological traits that are easily identifiable with male and female genders. 

After all, most people are born with a certain organization of chromosomes and hormones, which 

corresponds with some variant of a female or male genitalia. I would like to stress that what this 

research is regarding to with consideration of gender is not biological gender, but rather what 

gender(s) one might identify with personally at a particular moment in time. I am referring to 

gender as a social and personal construction, not as something predetermined by chromosomes or 

genital parts. Gender in this case is something that challenges the binary understanding linked to 

biological gender and comes with a series of societal expectations. This includes, for instance, 

‘females’ preferring dolls over cars, or wearing pink dresses instead of muddy sweatpants, etc. For 

‘males’, the expectations are often the opposite. There is also a problematic issue of appropriation 

in society for both culture, race and gender. Following this series of expectations, specifically on 

gender: A white Norwegian male who has grown up with asian influences of Korean pop-groups 

and Japanese video games may feel tension in society, questioning whether they run the risk of 
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appropriation. I here point to the non-Korean critics of the K-pop band EXP Edition, the world’s 

first non-korean K-pop group. As Wonseok Lee (2018) writes in his master thesis, “(…) EXP 

Edition also encountered many criticisms from the audiences of Kpop because of their otherness. 

and that (…) many global audiences of K-pop are hostile regarding EXP Edition’s credibility as a 

K-pop group”  (Lee, 2018, p. 59-60). In a sense I feel placed as an ‘other’, arguing for the 

importance of queered gender politics. 

 

The notion of Otherness, ironically now placed on me in the context of the thesis, is a valuable 

analytical tool through this thesis. In his book Queerness in Pop Music, Stan Hawkins theorizes 

queerness through temporality and the notion of Otherness (Hawkins, 2016). Tim Summers (2016) 

also uses the phrase in his analysis of game music in Halo: Combat Evolved (2001), through how 

western Gregorian Chant helps signify the alien, non-western music as an ‘Other’ (Summers, 2016, 

p. 18). Jenny Sundén and Malin Sveningsson use it to describe the relationship between the two 

factions in the online-game World of Warcraft (2004-), where human-like ‘Alliance’-races take the 

position as familiar and the ‘Horde’-races consistently are positioned as the Other (Sundén and 

Sveningsson, 2012, p.15). Even from one culture to another we have different views on what it is to 

be ‘a man’ or ‘a woman’ and everything in between (or even outside of the categories).  

 

To problematize, and to blur the lines between what it means to be ‘a woman’ and ‘a man’, I move 

on to stereotypical notions of what these terms typically mean in a traditional western context (late 

20th to early 21st Century).  

 

Normative stereotyping 

What it means to be a woman, or in other words what one might call normative heterosexual 

femininity, is often defined in terms of binary relations between normative masculinity and 

femininity. Scholars, such as Susan McClary (1991), Judith Butler (1990) , J. Halberstam (1998), 

Freya Jarman-Ivens (2007) and many others state the prevalence of a problematic binary 

relationship between the terms masculinity and femininity. What it means to be a woman is often 

looked at as the opposite of what it means to be to be a man.  Significantly, Halberstam shows that 

masculinity has a tendency ‘‘to define itself as non performative,» and is commonly perceived and 

presented as «natural,» «original,» and absolute’’ (Halberstam, 1998, p. 236), as opposed to 

femininity, which Jarman-Ivens states has for long been ‘‘understood as performative and 

constructed’’. (Biddle and Jarman-Ivens, p. 5) Jarman-Ivens and Biddle notes that the idea of 

maleness at its core is easily identified as flawed, using Butler’s idea that ‘‘genders can be neither 

true nor false, but are only produced as the truth effects of a discourse of primary and stable 
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identity.’’ (ibid). Biddle and Jarman-Ivens also claim that ‘‘the dominant ideologies of gender are 

such that, in popular culture as a whole, that which is perceived and produced as «masculine» 

enjoys widespread hegemony over that which is described and produced as «feminine»’’. (Biddle 

and Jarman-Ivens, 2007, p. 3) As already expressed briefly, gender is viewed stereotypically 

through a one-dimensional lens. This lens can be uncomfortable in modern day, 2020, because of 

the notions that masculinity is meant to encompass certain characteristics and not take on any 

characteristics outside of that scope. These limitations can be seen in norm culture of the western 

hemisphere. 

 

For the purpose of this study, I am mindful that normative masculinity and femininity is informed 

predominantly by discourses developed by sociologists, such as Michael Kimmel. In ‘Guyland’ 

(2008), Kimmel conducted a field study of 400 young men between the ages of seventeen and 

thirty-five about what masculinity is. Kimmel’s analysis led him to conclude that points made by 

Robert Brannon, co-editor of ‘The Forty-nine percent majority: The male sex role’ (1976),  about 

what it is to be masculine still apply: 

 
1. ‘No sissy stuff!’ Being a man means not being a sissy, not being perceived as weak, 

effeminate or gay. Masculinity is the relentless repudiation of the feminine. 

2. ‘Be a big wheel’. This rule refers to the centrality of success and power in the definition 

of masculinity. Masculinity is measured more by wealth, power and status than any 

particular body part. 

3. ‘Be a sturdy oak’. What makes a man is that he is reliable in a crisis. And what makes 

him so reliable in a crisis is not that he is able to respond fully and appropriately to the 

situation at hand, but rather that he resembles an inanimate object. A rock, a pillar, a 

species of tree 

4. ‘Give ‘em hell’. Exude an aura of daring and aggression. Live life out on the edge. 

(Kimmel, 2008) 

  

Brannon’s rules of masculinity showcase a desire to overcome struggles with specific structure, 

rather than declaring it as the only truth about what masculinity is. It does however provide readers 

with a reference to what masculinity is through the western stereotypical lens. While these 

sentiments may well be incongruent with notions of gender norm liberation, they shine a light on 

what has been a traditional western tendency to think. It should be emphasized that masculinity is 

an ongoing discourse, constantly debated, and always in change. An important realization for the 

reader is that it is impossible to cover the entire extent of the gender debate with the limitations of a 
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master thesis. This thesis is therefore informed by contrasting traditional western stereotypical 

perception on gender with specific gender theories relating to musicology.  

 

Gender in music and sound  

Susan McClary upset the Academy cart when problematizing the terminology employed in classical 

music in the early 90s, namely the Western art music canon, raising uncomfortable questions of 

feminism and gender in musicology. She connected the stereotypical, binary-focused gender, to the 

terms ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ cadences from the 1970 edition of the Harvard Dictionary, in 

Feminine Endings (McClary 1991): 

 

(…) the designations «masculine» and «feminine» are far from arbitrary. The two are 

differentiated on the basis of relative strength, with the binary opposition masculine/ 

feminine mapped onto strong/weak. Moreover, this particular definition betrays other 

important mappings: if the masculine version is («must be considered») normal, then the 

implications is that the feminine is abnormal. (…) The feminine is weak, abnormal, and 

subjective; the «masculine» is strong, normal, and objective. (McClary 1991, p. 10) 

 

Building on McClary’s work, Biddle and Jarman-Ivens noted:  

 

(…) it must be made quite clear, then, that no «absolute» gendered-ness can be ascribed to any 

single musical gesture or moment, be it a form, a melodic gesture, a cadence, the choice of 

instrument, or any other piece of aural information presented to the listener. Rather, sonic 

gestures become codified, having gendered meanings ascribed to them over a period of time and 

generated through discursive networks, and those meanings are mutable according to the cultural, 

historical, and musical context of those gestures, and the subsequent contexts into which they are 

constantly reinscribed. (Biddle and Jarman-Ivens, 2007, p. 10)   

 

Biddle and Jarman-Ivens would argue that ‘‘(i)n popular music, gendered operations occur on the 

levels of visual and aural signifiers, the latter of which includes verbal and nonverbal signifiers. 

Crucially, musical genres are gendered spaces and operate according to highly codified 

conventions.’’ (ibid, p. 9) Not only in popular music, but also in music associated with video 

gaming, we find similar verbal and nonverbal signifiers, in characters’ voices, in the background 

music and sound effects, however subtle or present they might appear.  Similarly, Tami Gadir in her 

interviews with ‘Cilla’, revealed that there’s a similar gender mapping going on within electronic 

house-music: ‘‘Girly house music in people’s ears would be lots of lyrics maybe? Very easy to 

listen to. Energy. Childish, popping, ‘yay!’ house music. That would kind of be girly. This rougher 
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and deeper [sound] would not be considered girly, I think.’’ (Gadir, 2017, p. 199) The musicologist, 

Robert Walser concluded that several musical traits are associated with notions of stereotypical 

gender traits in his (1993) book of power, gender and madness in Heavy Metal. He linked among 

other things virtuosity, control, power and aggressiveness to ideas of normative masculinity in the 

context of the heavy metal genre. (Walser, 1993) As I further inspect how the music and 

soundscape in Mario Kart is blurring the gender divides, I acknowledge that Walser’s findings 

inspire certain perspectives that are aligned to McClary, Biddle, Jarman-Ivens, Burns, Hawkins, 

Richardson, Hansen, Djupvik, Gadir’s, and others’ research, which in turn informs my own 

research. This thesis therefore builds on many of the same perspectives that make an argument for 

music contributing to cultural and temporal signifiers and that it has the ability to impact the culture 

it is developed in and shared to. 

 

Sound in video games  

In Karen Collins (2008) book ‘Game Sound’, she researches into the different functions audio 

serves in video games. Games, in modern day, are played on multiple platforms, mobile phone 

included. Video games and mobile games have an increasingly overlapping relation (think for 

instance about the newly released ‘Mario Kart Tour’ (2019), a Mario Kart-game released 

exclusively for smartphones). Collins notes that Nokia Corporations (2005) designed mobile games 

in such a way that they were also playable without sound:  ‘‘Games for portable players are often 

designed with the knowledge that games tend to be played in the presence of other people and may 

require silence, (…), which reminded programmers that the game should be playable without the 

sounds’’(Collins on Nokia, 2008, p. 127, p.78). Similarly, regarding the game and sound 

development strategy behind Nokia’s mobile games, Collins states that “Microsoft has insisted that 

music in every Xbox360 game should be replaceable with the user’s own music files” (Collins on 

Harlin, 2008, p. 127). Nintendo’s Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is designed in a similar fashion, where the 

integrated sound is not necessary to enjoy the game. Collins draws on Jørgensen (2008) and Aaron 

Marks (2002), to elaborate on playing games without sound, and writes that: 

 
Although it is possible to play games with audio turned off, this can considerably lengthen the 

learning curve of a game, and can make gameplay frustrating. Author Aaron Marks (2002, p. 190) 

explains, ‘‘Without [the audio], the player doesn’t have any foreshadowing and won’t know to 

take out their weapon or to get out of the room until it is too late. While this can lead to a learning 

experience for a player, repeatedly dying and having to start a level over can be frustrating enough 

to stop playing the game’’ (Collins, 2008, p. 130) 
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Perhaps important to emphasize in regard to the research behind this thesis is that ‘‘(g)enres such as 

racing games are much better suited to linear music than many other genres, since the player may be 

tied to a specific length of track or a particular length of time, and therefore, the timings are more 

predictable than in other genres.” (Collins, 2008, p. 129) In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the musical 

landscape has many various sounds, which serve a multitude of functions. Collins expresses that the 

audio can serve to increase emotional involvement with what is happening in the game, and makes 

a distinction between ‘mood induction’ and ‘communication of meaning through music (Collins, 

2008, p. 133):  

 
Adding to the immersive effects of gameplay is the communication of emotional meaning, which 

occurs in game audio in much the same way as in linear media. Here, a distinction must be made 

between communication of meaning through music, and mood induction: ‘‘Mood induction 

changes how one is feeling, while communication of meaning simply conveys information. One 

may receive information depicting sadness without him or herself feeling sad’’ (Rosar, cited in 

Cohen 2001, p. 42). Mood induction and physiological responses are typically experienced most 

obviously when the player’s character is at significant risk of peril, as in the chaotic and fast boss 

music. In this way, sound works to control or manipulate the player’s emotions, guiding responses 

to the game. (Collins, 2008, p. 133) 

 

One possible reason for the choice of specific sounds is to attract nearby possible players to the 

game. Another reason is to give a sense of reward. These sounds are what I refer to as ‘rewarding 

sounds’. Considering both these ‘rewarding sounds’ and how sound serves to attract attention, it 

makes sense to take address the impact the video game industry has left on players. The video game 

industry, with help of sounds, has indeed created a legacy. 

 

Much of this legacy created owes a great debt to slot machines. Karen Collins states that ‘‘(i)f video 

games had parents, one would be the bespectacled academic world of computer science and the 

other would be the flamboyant and fun penny arcade, with a close cousin in Las Vegas. (Collins, 

2008, p. 7) When Collins refers to a close cousin in Las Vegas, it is likely the one-armed bandit that 

is the object of focus. For what would it be without the spectacle of sound that surrounds it? How 

often does one actually score the hefty wins that rips away all the silver coins from the machine? 

Collins brings up James Lastra (2000) to argue that the sound of machines such as the nickelodeons 

had the purpose of attracting attention: ‘‘As in the contemporary nickelodeons, sound’s most 

important early role was its hailing function, attracting attention to the machines’’ (Collins on 

Lastra, 2008, p. 8) 
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Collins writes that sound could be used ‘‘to generate feelings of success’’, and an ‘‘Illusion of 

winning’’ (Collins 2008, p. 8), drawing on Griffiths and Parke (2005): ‘‘A particular piece of music 

. . . can send out a signal that a person has won on the machine, both to the player and to others in 

the vicinity. . . . The music can create the illusion that winning is more common than losing, for you 

do not hear the sound of losing’’ (Collins on Griffiths and Parke, 2008, p. 8) 

Certain sounds give the player a sense of reward, and are often played in combination with voice 

actors’ lines to the different characters. Such as, when the player gets a speed boost in Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe, the character being played will often let out a victorious roar, or childish cheering, 

depending on the character. 

 

Collins further iterates that: ‘‘A crucial role of music and sound effects in games is the preparatory 

function that the audio serves, for instance, to alert the player to an upcoming event, or to forewarn 

the player of approaching enemies’’ (Collins 2008, p. 129-130). The purpose of alerting the player 

to upcoming events are an important feature in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. As a homing ‘red shell’ 

approaches the player, the game makes the sound similar to that of an alarm clock. A sound with a 

fast-repeating vibrato and a sweeping filter indicates that a danger is approaching, and that the 

player needs to defend themselves to avoid a disadvantage. The game also lets you know if other 

characters are nearby, through the sound of their vehicle, or the voice actor-clips of the 

corresponding characters. The closer they are, the more present their sounds will be.  

Finally, Collins reminds the reader that ‘‘Symbols and leitmotifs are often used to assist the player 

in identifying other characters, moods, environments, and objects, to help the game become more 

comprehensible and to decrease the learning curve for new players’’. (Collins, 2008, p. 130).  

Certain items in the game play these leitmotifs when used, and certain courses also feature 

leitmotifs connected to certain characters in the game. As the sound of nearby characters can be 

used as a navigation tool, or as a preparatory function, the leitmotifs of items, such as the 

invincibility star, can be used to alert a player that something dangerous is nearby. In fact, the 

opening melody of Super Mario Bros (1985) has been played in combination with the character 

Super Mario so many times that this has given the character a Leitmotif of his own, no matter what 

game he appears in. Leitmotifs are also used to add to the visual information a course gives, giving 

it a sense of personality, or emotion. 

 

Much of Koji Kondo’s composition for the first Mario games in the 80’s and 90’s was influenced 

by decisions made because of technical limitations. Karen Collins explains the sound limitations of 

the console which first introduced what would be the leitmotif of Super Mario:  
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The NES’s sound chip, invented by composer Yukio Kaneoka, used a custom-made five-channel 

PSG chip. There were two pulse-wave channels capable of about eight octaves,18 with four duty 

cycle options to set the timbre. As well, one of the pulse-wave channels had a frequency sweep 

function that could create portamento-like effects, useful for UFOs or laser-gun sound effects. A 

triangle wave channel was one octave lower than that of the pulse waves, and was more limited in 

pitch options, having only a 4-bit frequency control. The fourth, the noise channel, could generate 

white noise, which was useful for effects or percussion. The fifth channel was a sampler, also known 

as the delta modulation channel (DMC), which had two methods of sampling. (…) The NES’s three 

tone channels were typically used in a fairly conventional way, with one channel for lead, one for 

accompaniment, and one for bass (and noise or DMC for percussion). The two pulse channels 

commonly worked as a chord or solo lead, with the triangle channel as a bass accompaniment. The 

most obvious reason for using the triangle as bass was the limitations of the channel, which included 

lower pitch, reduced frequencies, and no volume control. These limitations meant that many of the 

effects that could be simulated with the pulse waves, such as vibrato (pitch modulation), tremolo 

(volume modulation), slides, portamento, echo effects, and so on were unavailable for the triangle 

wave. (…) The noise channel was nearly always employed as percussion in songs (…) (Collins, 

2008, p. 25) 

 

On top of this, storage capacity was limited, which meant that composers had to make melodies that 

were repetitive, while still being enjoyable to listen to after countless hours of gameplay. As Koji 

Kondo state:  

 
As Nintendo composer Koji Kondo states:  

 
I should admit that for each sound, music was composed in a manner so that a short segment of 

music was repeatedly used in the same gameplay. I’m afraid that the current gamers can more easily 

get tired to listening to the repetition of such a short piece of music. Of course, back in those days 

that was all we could do within the limited capacity (Collins on MacDonald, 2008, p. 27) 

 

In the discussion section, I look further into the music of Mario, and how these limitations inspired 

a certain way of composing for the Mario Universe.  

 

Queerness in Games 

When addressing queerness in games, it is important to introduce the reader to this topic in a 

manner that opens up understanding and empathy towards the topic’s importance. All media has the 

ability to impact our identity and views on gender, including video games. Ruberg and Philips’s 

state that ‘’(g)ames are fundamentally political, as is the place of marginalized subjects within 
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them’’ (Ruberg and Philips, 2018), even when it comes to Mario Kart 8 Deluxe with all its assumed 

innocence. The game and its characters convey something to the player, they are possibly blurring 

gender divides, and the music does play a considerable role in what is being conveyed. It is 

something one might call a ‘blockbuster game’ catered to both children and adults, with a 

considerable global audience that’s actively engaging with it. The Mario Kart franchise is 

Nintendo’s third biggest franchise, with the Super Mario franchise stealing the number one spot 

(Rear, 2018). It’s the eighth game in the series (not counting the three arcade releases that came 

before it), indicating that the game’s success has enabled Nintendo to make eight releases. The 

game was originally made as a selling point for the catastrophically underselling Wii-U console 

(Bogost, 2016), but the game itself was successful enough that Nintendo decided to use it as a 

selling point again for their newest console, the Nintendo Switch. It would be naive to neglect 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe’s possibility in educating views on gender norms, and how music impacts the 

position that Nintendo delivers. Explaining what it means to be queer can be as easy as it can be 

difficult. To ease the reader into the topic, I start off with a simple explanation:  

 

Using the term queer, this paper refers to anything that is ‘out of the norm’, regarding stereotypes 

surrounding gender. Jodie Taylor explains the term in the following way:  

 

Queer is a complex and often contested term that can describe multiple identities, social relations, 

sensibilities, politics and fields of study. (…) Queer can describe many gender and sexual identities 

and lifestyle practices including, for example, lesbian, gay, bisexual, pansexual, asexual, butch, 

femme, androgyne, genderqueer, intersex, transgender, polyamory, non-monogamy, practices of 

bondage, discipline, sadism or masochism (BDSM) and other racial gender and/or sexual 

practitioners. Taking up a postmodern and poststructuralist critique of identity, queer poses a 

challenge to essentialist notions of a fixed, coherent and universal subjectivity. (Taylor, 2010) 

 

My thesis argues that everything, even gaming and the music that surrounds its world, is open to 

queer readings. The thesis argues that the gaming community, both producers and players, are 

opening up to new possibilities, that games might not necessarily connote in accordance to their 

long problematic history, among others; heteronormativity, hypermasculinity, and cisgendered, 

white males. (Dym et al., 2018, Ruberg and Philips, 2018, Shaw 2014). 

 

I’d like to stress that what it means to be queer is never reduced to some fixed entity (Hawkins 

2016). Similarly, it involves a discourse, an ongoing discussion, something that changes through 

time, and something that is constantly up for debate and reimagining. Queer game studies, and 
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queer music studies are both dialogues that exist outside of an academic vacuum, discussed by all 

people, be it composers, players, fans or producers. 

 

Queerness in Modern Games  

In a special issue of queerness and video games of the online journal Game Studies, Bonnie Ruberg 

and Amanda Phillips states that ‘‘(t)he place where queerness meets games is a site of radical 

potential’’ (Ruberg and Phillips, 2018). As gaming has been a media and a culture that has long 

belonged to, and still is an ‘‘industry still dominated by white, cisgender, and straight men’’ (Dym 

et al. on Paul, 2018), a different approach has undoubtedly been a long time coming. Highly 

problematic games reinforcing toxic masculinity continue to enjoy mainstream success and a 

dominant position in the gaming market:  

 
(P)rofessionals working in areas related to games are often required to justify their interest in “kid 

stuff”--prompting us, as a group, to embrace the violent and offensive content of games as proof 

that they are made for adults, or to look past representational content in games to focus on the 

technical and ludic structures that operate beneath them. We might think about Call of 

Duty (Infinity Ward, 2003 - 2018), Duke Nukem (multiple developers, 1991 - 2016), God of 

War (SIE Santa Monica, 2005 - 2018), or any number of problematic games franchises that live 

on in the canon of video game “greats” with largely uncritical celebration.  

(Ruberg and Phillips, 2018) 

 

Ruberg and Phillips claim that we are now ‘‘in the midst of a crucial shift in the relationship 

between games and queerness’’ (ibid). They cite Tonya Riley’s (2018) article, who declares that 

toxic masculinity is still a present part of gamer culture, and that mainstream video games still 

follow the same patterns as earlier. The author writes that ‘‘(f)or men in particular, video games 

have been the source of intense explorations of fantasy that has, at times (like in the most obvious 

example of Grand Theft Auto) felt like an exacerbation of the worst qualities of our culture — a 

celebration of rape culture and mindless carnage. (Riley, 2018) 

 

Games have a long narrative of catering to the male gaze, and in modern times this is being 

challenged to such a degree that ‘‘(c)ertain disgruntled players argue that video games no longer 

value cisgender, straight, white male players, and that a feminist conspiracy lurks within news 

media and academia to negatively alter games forever’’ (Dym et al. on Chess & Shaw, 2018).  

 

Ruberg and Phillips’ define queerness both ‘‘as an umbrella term for LGBT people and (as) an 

ethos: a way of living differently in the world that resists heteronormative prescriptions related to 
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sexuality and gender’’ (Ruberg and Phillips, 2018). They define queerness not as a ‘‘stable, clearly 

defined sexual orientation’’, (as much) ‘‘as it is a way of seeing and experiencing the world: aslant, 

askew, out of line’’. Citing Sara Ahmed’s (2006) work Queer Phenomenology, they declare: 

‘‘Depending on which way one turns, different worlds might even come into view’’ (Ruberg and 

Phillips on Ahmed, 2018). Similarly to Ruberg and Phillips, Jodie Taylor explains that:  
 

As a kind of identity, or what Muños (1999) calls a mode of ‘disidentification’, queer becomes a 

resistant identity, in what it resist normalising and privileging certain identity criteria and enforcing 

ridged identity categories. Thus, queer is not a concrete or bounded category, nor does it function 

solely as a substitute or catchall term for lesbian and gay. (Taylor, 2010) 

 

Ruberg and Phillips address a vital question on the topic of queerness in the video game world: 

How can queerness be brought to, or stripped from games? (ibid). They argue that just including 

queerness into games as a means of satisfying the consumers and the market is not good enough of 

a reason (ibid). Queer people as ‘Token’ characters in video games may not be the solution. Think 

for instance about the failed reception of Battlefield V (2018), reimagining World War Two, with 

the trailer’s protagonist soldier being a woman with a prosthetic armii. The trailer on YouTube with 

over 14 million viewers, at the time of writing, could draw associations to the reception Justin 

Bieber’s Baby got when it released. For its 350 000 likes, there are 538 000 dislikes, and the 

dissatisfied voices are the loudest. As Dym, Brubaker and Fiesler (2018) states: ‘‘Regardless of the 

answers, expanded representation does not benefit all queer identities equally’’ (Dym et al., 

2018). The comment sections overflows with comments such as:  

 

dd1371 1 year ago 

Can’t wait for the transgender wheelchair assault class  

Geko 5 months ago  

Battlefield: well boys, we did it, we stopped S E X I S M  

Michael Rojas 5 months ago  

EA: look ma, we rewrote ‘’history’’ to fit our own narrative  

D.H. 1 year ago  

Preorder now and get 3 additional genders for free  

Ceasar 6 months ago  

They thought many girls would actually play this game lol  

 (Comments under ‘Battlefield 5 Official Reveal Trailer’, Youtube. Accessed 8 April 2020) 
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Game companies are catching up in terms of representation and inclusion of queer characters, even 

though that is only one way of challenging the present state of the game world.  

And perhaps one could question whether certain game franchises are ready to be queered or if it 

works against its purpose. Dym, Brubaker and Fiesler (2018) reminds us that such an intrusion in a 

masculine gaming culture could pose a conflict of interests:  

 

Gaming also becomes a way for players to enact not only masculinity, but also a specific brand of 

masculinity that is defined by what it is not--queer or feminine (Healey, 2016). As such, the 

stereotypical gamer may perceive any moves to introduce queer or feminine elements into gamer 

culture as a threat to the state of video games. This tension marks a clear divide in gaming culture 

between a hypermasculine narrative at risk of being displaced and the struggle of minority players 

to find themselves in games. (Dym et al., 2018)  

 

To borrow the words from a friend of mine: ‘I want my game franchise the way it is! If it’s going to 

be politically correct - just make a different one! Don’t mess with my game!’ 

 

Game creators do make entirely new queer franchises as well. Queer games have been on the rise 

lately: Riley (2018) applauds games like Gone Home (2013), Everybody’s Gone to the Rapture 

(2015) and Tacoma (2017) for their attention to emotional storytelling, alongside the critically 

acclaimed The Last of Us (2013). The Last of Us won many prizes after its release, several of them 

being ‘Game of the Year’ and are of one many examples of games that take queer perspectives into 

consideration. The success of the game may lie in presenting a father and daughter-like relationship 

building over time, and forcing the player to practice empathy, or forcing players to kill doctors 

when the game emphasizes the difficulty of this decision. In response to the sequel-trailer, Steve 

Tilley of Toronto Sun calls Ellie, of the two protagonists in the game, a complex, gay heroine 

(Tilley, 2018). The presentation of the character Ellie, as well as the story-driven gameplay may 

impact on how games could be re-envisioned in the future. But one might ask if these some of these 

games are still are too narrow in terms of queer representation:  

 
Cole et al.’s findings point to an overwhelming increase in gay and lesbian representation, while 

other queer identities, especially non-cisgender identities, remain underrepresented by comparison 

(2017). However, depictions of non-cisgender identities are growing more frequent in modern 

games, if still largely underrepresented (Shaw & Friesem, 2016). (Dym et al., 2018) 

 

In such depictions of non-cisgender identities, Ruberg and Phillips points to games like Dream 

Daddy (Game Grumps, 2017) and Life is Strange (Dontnod Entertainment, 2015) (which) “have 
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achieved mainstream success while explicitly courting queer audiences” (Ruberg and Phillips, 

2018). Dym et. al (2018) writes that Dream Daddy does this the following way:  

 
Dream Daddy features a trans male romance option, Damian Bloodmarch, who discloses his 

identity through character dialogue late into his romantic arc. The game also allows the player to 

code their male character as trans by selecting a “binder” (a common article of clothing for 

transgender men) to wear in the character creation menu. (Dym et al., 2018) 

 

We also see the trend of queer representation continuing in massively popular online games like 

League of Legends (2009), Overwatch (2015) and Apex Legends (2019). They serve as an 

indication that the mainstream game industry is pointing towards a direction of more diversity and 

more inclusion. The games are already catering to various playstyles that can be considered queer, 

such as focusing on keeping teammates alive rather that defeating enemies in the above mentioned 

games through a supportive role. This argument is still quite thin considering that players are still 

rewarded for killing enemies, and that the games are combat-driven. The vast majority of the female 

characters are hypersexualized, in a way that draws parallels to how women are (stereo)typically 

portrayed in Anime (Japanese animation movies or series). It is interesting to look at the cosplay-

community, which could be an entire thesis in itself, and how it’s been developing in the League of 

Legends scene. I would like to note that though many researchers seem to steer away from using 

Youtube and various forums on the internet as valid source of information, this is such a 

tremendously important part of game culture that I argue it is necessary to add to the discussions of 

my thesis. In a Youtube web-episode from user ‘theScore esports’, with 1,15 million subscribers as 

of February 2020, pro-player and streamer Zachary ‘Sneaky’ Scuderi is brought into the spotlight.iii 

Host Daniel Rosen explains that, aside from being a top performer in the E-sports scene, he is 

consistently one of the most highly viewed League of Legends twitch-streamers (theScore esports, 

2019). In August 2016, Sneaky’s twitch-chat reached a donation goal that saw him dress up in a 

school-girl outfit (ibid). As time passed, he continued to set up donation goals for various cosplay-

outfits, which he would wear as he was streaming. When he cosplayed as ‘Elementalist Lux’, a 

female spellcaster, Rosen explains that he ‘‘broke the internet’’, and that he, ‘‘in front of almost 

30000 viewers (…)’’, performed a gender-bending cosplay ‘‘that those gamers loved unanimously’’ 

(ibid). In an interview with Scuderi, he says that he ‘‘thinks it is pretty well received among, even 

the people that were currently following [him]’’.  

 

The goal of these arguments is not to indicate that certain parts of the mainstream gaming industry 

and its culture are still not associated with the forces of hegemony and empire, but to show the 
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reader that the story is complicated. There is still a great deal needed to be done to innovate the 

gaming scene, and there is still a need for events like Different Games, GaymerX, and the 

Queerness and Games Conference, that Ruberg and Philipps claim create ‘‘spaces that are explicitly 

and unapologetically queer’’ (Ruberg and Phillips, 2018). Dym, Brubaker and Fiesler notes that 

“While the state of racial diversity portrayed in games is still abysmal, even among independent 

developers (Passmore et al., 2018), a recent study from Cole et al. (2017) indicated a sharp increase 

in queer representation across standalone game titles in the last ten years.” (Dym et al. on Passmore 

and Cole, 2018) Ruberg and Phillips writes that queer people working in games are not ‘‘drawing 

marginalized subjects into the existing hegemonies of video games but they are challeng(ing) 

norms’’. (Ruberg and Phillips, 2018). Questions of queerness in games does not stop at 

representation and inclusion. It is about reimagining a different world, a different culture and what 

the gaming media could be. Instead of including what is abnormal, it is time to rethink what the 

standard should be. As Ruberg and Phillips argue: 

 

For queer people, both players and scholars, why should representation and inclusion be our 

goals? If mainstream video games are the medium of empire, why would we want to be 

represented in them? If the video game industry is exploitative, what is the value of being 

included in it? If “gamer” culture is homophobic, misogynistic, and racist, why would we want to 

fight for the right to belong within it? Why should our queerness be subsumed into the capitalist 

machinery of making games and consuming them? Is there such a thing as radical inclusion? 

(Ruberg and Phillips, 2018) 

 

In an Game Studies article by Brianna Dym, Jed Brubaker and Casey Fiesler, titled «theyre all trans 

sharon»: Authoring Gender in Video Game Fan Fiction, they argue that ‘‘game developers can 

expand diversity in games not only by adding queer characters but by leaving narrative choices and 

details open so that players can interpret character identities in multiple ways’’ (Dym, Brubaker and 

Fiesler, 2018). Dym, Brubaker and Fiesler state that:  

 

Video game developers expand diversity in games by including diverse characters and different 

player mechanics, but in an industry still dominated by white, cisgender, and straight men (Paul, 

2018), how do video game fans coming from those diverse backgrounds respond to representation 

in games? (Dym et al., 2018)  

 

This thesis is naturally interested in how Nintendo could be leaving options open for queer readings 

in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. 
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But what if fans are not presented with adequate opportunities of queering? Perhaps fan fiction 

could be a way of including minority groups into the game franchise. A place where players can 

expand upon or create entirely new narratives. Perhaps players’ own interpretations of video games 

narrative could be a way of queering the existing narrative and challenging the existing hegemonies. 

This is what fan fiction is all about. 

 

Fan fiction, is at its core, “new narratives constructed from elements of existing media” (Dym et al., 

2018). Still, it is worth mentioning that it is often associated with eroticism, and usually referred to 

jokingly (see for instance famous streamer and commentator Sean ‘‘Day[9]’’ Plott’s videos where 

he reads out fan fictions written about him.iv And as much as they can be ironic sources humor on 

misplaced sexuality, fan fiction communities such as Archive of Our Own (AO3) “(…) offer a space 

for video game fans to push back against different assumptions within games” (Dym, Brubaker and 

Fiesler, 2018). The authors note that Jenkins (1988) and Bury (2005) discovered that: “Historically, 

queer and other marginalized media fans have used fan fiction to critique or recraft how they are 

represented in television, books, video games and more” (Dym, Brubaker and Fiesler, 2018).  

 

Following this series of arguments, one might ask: In what way does queer representation matter?  

Dym et al. (2018) explains the importance for players of finding oneself in a game: 

 
For example, designing and naming an avatar can create a safe space for players to explore gender 

(Crenshaw & Nardi, 2014). Prior work in game studies posited that the relationship between 

player and main character is so strong that players are participating in “transgender play” when a 

male player controls a female character and vice versa, though players often have much different 

understandings of their relationship with the controlled character (Kinder, 1993; Kennedy, 2002). 

As Esther MacCallum-Stewart states, “Considerable evidence suggests that players (especially 

male ones) will happily cross-gender, and do so for a variety of reasons that have little to do with 

sexuality, appropriation or gender preference” (MacCaullum-Stewart, 2014, para. 23; c.f., Yee, 

2006; MacCallum-Stewart, 2008; Lou et al., 2013). A number of factors, including the strength of 

a narrative, how important character interaction is, and how a player is expected to engage with 

the game will frame what a player expects from representation and how they will value it against 

other competing factors (Shaw, 2015). (Dym et al. 2018) 

But questions of inclusion never come without their concerns. The authors also warn about 

misrepresentations in games, and writes that “(a)sking whether or not diverse representation is 

present in a game stops short of understanding how that representation matters. A transgender 
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character that misrepresents transgender people may cause more damage than no representation at 

all’’ (Dym et al., 2018).  

Nintendo’s narratives of gender stereotyping 

In addressing issues relating to Nintendo’s gender stereotyping, Nintendo has come a long way 

compared to themselves in the 1990s. Eugene Provenzo did a content analysis on the company’s 

games in order to reveal their attitude towards women: 

 
(…) in the early 1990s Eugene Provenzo’s content analysis of games available on the Nintendo 

platform revealed that games contained a small number of female characters in mostly submissive 

and marginal roles. For Provenzo, stereotyped portrayals of gender embody the culture in which 

games exist as well as reveal its prevailing attitude towards women.  

(Schott and Horrell on Provenzo, 2000) 

 

In the marketing of one of Nintendo’s consoles, the Game Boy Advance SP (released in 2003), 

Nintendo ran two adverts that Schott and Thomas (2008) claims reinforced its ‘public phallocentric 

approach’:  

 

The biggest-ever print campaign by Nintendo UK ran billboards that carried the “for men» tagline 

underneath an image of the Game Boy SP. This was the lead advert in a campaign that also 

included an image of a young man playing the Game Boy Advance SP whilst in bed next to a 

young beautiful sleeping woman with the tagline, “the second best thing to do in the dark”. In 

addition to billboards across the country, these adverts ran as two-page spreads in magazine titles 

including FHM, The Face, Dazed and Confused and Maxim. All specifically targeted to reach the 

male consumer and leaving females interested in the device questioning their intended 

relationship to the product. (Schott and Thomas, 2008) 

 

Nintendos marketing strategies have changed quite substantially over the years along with their 

image as a company that caters to all age-groups. As of 2005, Nintendo were trying to compete with 

Sony and Microsoft for a market that they were failing in. Their Gamecube-console were failing to 

deliver against the Playstation 2, selling 22 million units compared to Sony’s 118 million 

(O’Gorman 2008). O’Gorman states that Nintendo altered their strategy with the release of their 

following console, the Nintendo Wii. Before the release of the console, Nintendo had been trying to 

capture the 7-16 year segment of the market, while Sony and Microsoft had been focusing on the 

larger 18-34 gaming audience (ibid). Instead of fighting over the same market share, and instead of 

specifically targeting a younger audience, Nintendo targeted a new set of customers, focusing on the 
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‘casual gamers’ segment. As O’Gorman puts it, Nintendo went from ‘“seeing everything better and 

going faster, with better graphics” to “having more fun”’ (ibid). Nintendo offered wireless motion 

controllers, which activated the player in a different way than the other consoles offered, physically 

waving their controllers up and down as they were playing a game of golf, sword-fighting, tennis, 

fishing, or using the controller as a wheel playing Mario Kart Wii (2008). Shira Chess notes that an 

‘‘influx of console video games (particularily for the Nintendo DS and Nintendo Wii systems)’’ 

started to target a new demographic at the time - ‘‘adult females’’ (2010). Nintendo DS had ads 

targeting the new consumer-group titled ‘Do something with your nothing’, and as Chess writes: 

‘‘the advertisement does not highlight the value of play, but rather it insists on the value of 

productivity: all time must be spent in some productive way.’’ (ibid) Nintendo ran different ads for 

the Nintendo DS-game Brain Age (2005), where promotion found in women’s magazines had the 

title ‘What the Japanese have discovered about the fountain of youth’, the ads targeting male 

consumers rather asked the question: ‘CAN YOU USE A VIDEO GAME TO REWIRE YOUR 

BRAIN?’ in all caps. Chess writes that:  

 
While both headlines suggest selfimprovement, the headline for the advertisement with the 

woman immediately infers beauty, self-care, and health, while the masculine advertisement 

discusses video games, technology, and the brain. It is significant to note that the phrase ‘’video 

game’’ is never used at all in the feminine version of the advertisement. This opening helps to 

establish the feminine advertisement as being more about self-care (in a self-help context) than 

about play. At the same time, it reinforces that femininity is not an expected part of the video 

game audience. The advertisements, in turn, help to reestablish expectations about the hegemony 

of video game play. (Chess, 2010) 

 

As for Nintendo Wii, Nintendo had a different strategy for their expanded market. A recurring 

theme in their advertising was ‘‘the use of play to bring the family together’’ (ibid). As opposed to 

the strategy of the Nintendo DS, the advertisements suggested ‘‘family Wii-time as a means of 

closing generational gaps’’ (ibid). But, as Chess notes: ‘‘they [still] maintain[ed] technological play 

as alien territory to women - reestablishing expectations of video games as a masculine territory’’ 

(ibid). There has certainly been an improvement in the industry in terms of gender representation, 

though many would argue we still have a long way to go until mainstream games and game 

industries are satisfactory in terms of recognizing minority groups and addressing them properly.  

 

Gender and ethical debates in Nintendo games  

Questions of gender representation in video games inevitably overlap with ethical debates. At this 

point I wish to make the argument that Nintendo has an ethical responsibility as a company, given 
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the huge influence they have on western society. While the entire gaming industry could be 

thoroughly discussed on this topic, this thesis focuses specifically on Nintendo. Since Nintendo 

targets audiences below 18 years of age (O’Gorman, 2008:100), and because of the child-friendly 

nature of their most popular franchises (Mario Kart, Super Mario, Super Smash Bros., The Legend 

of Zelda etc.), this paper argues that the company has to be particularly mindful on how their games 

impact their games include or exclude certain minority groups, or how they impact their audience’s 

view on gender norms. The thesis aims to add to the debate surrounding gender and racial 

stereotyping in video games, and to raise awareness around the issues. Many games, including 

Nintendo games, feature a narrative that reinforces western gender stereotypes, and Dickerman et 

al. (2008) states that:  

 
Many games feature the common plot of a hero rescuing a princess from the evil hands of a 

sorcerer or magician. Whereas this theme is quite common in fairy tales and legends, it appears in 

particularly disturbing ways in the video game world. For example, the hero in a game is 

traditionally male and often carries a large weapon, usually a sword or gun. The villain of the 

game is often a human or a monster but is also male in the majority of games. Both the hero and 

villain are typically large and imposing with prominent musculature, scars, an eye patch, or other 

defining features of previous violence. The princess or damsel, in contrast, is portrayed as 

helpless, incapable of violence, and often wearing tightly fitting or otherwise revealing clothing 

that fails to contain her impossibly proportioned body.  

(Dickerman, Christensen & Kerl-McClain, 2008, p. 22) 

 

The plot of Super Mario and the Legend of Zelda has obvious similarities to this stereotypical plot, 

and it must be noted that Mario Kart 8 Deluxe features characters from both of these games. In 

Super Mario 64 (and many other Super Mario games) the main character’s quest is to rescue the 

princess that has been trapped in a castle by the evil fire-spitting dragon-turtle ‘Bowser’. In the 

Legend of Zelda game ‘Ocarina of Time’, our hero ‘Link’ is tasked to bring peace to the land of 

Hyrule. He has to do this through stopping the Gerudo king and evil wizard Ganondorf’s rise to 

power. Ganondorf captures princess Zelda towards the ending of the story, but Zelda lends Link her 

power so he is able to defeat Ganondorf in the end. Perhaps not a helpless princess, but a princess in 

need of a hero nonetheless. Dickerman et al. also argues that: “(M)any video games depict 

stereotypical racial images and limit the roles of characters of color. These images were more overt 

in the earlier days of video games and tend to be more subtle in today’s games” (Dickerman, 

Christensen & Kerl-McClain, 2008, p. 24). This statement is interesting to me, considering the 

character roster in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. Particularly since at a first glance it might look quite 

diverse, at the same time as there is seemingly exclusively white characters in the game, and that 
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the balance between male/female characters are heavily dominated in favor of males. The character 

roster also seems to be focused on binary relations, perhaps with extra emphasis on the Mario / 

Princess Peach relation. Tanooki Mario and Cat Peach are placed right next to each other in the 

character selection menu, as well as Metal Mario/Gold Mario and Pink Gold Peach. Mario and 

Luigi are placed right next to the three princesses; Peach, Daisy and Rosalina, and this also goes for 

the baby-versions of the characters. The characters from the Splatoon-games (child friendly third 

person shooter-games released 2015-2017) and the Villagers from the Animal Crossing-series 

(social simulation video game, 2001-2020) have a male and a female character present. Toad, who 

supposedly is to be a genderless character has a similar character named Toadette, wearing a pink 

and white mushroom on her head as opposed to Toad’s white and red. I do believe it is reasonable 

to question the diversity that Nintendo claims to bring in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe.   
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD AND APPROACH 
 

Overview 

While it would make sense to have a combined method and theory section because of the 

hermeneutic approach of this thesis, they are intentionally separated so that the thesis has a more 

straight-forward and easily readable structure. The method section consists of six headings, and 

starts off with musicological methods, because my thesis is grounded in musicological studies. The 

second heading tackles gaming hermeneutic and related ethical considerations. The third section 

discusses methods dealing with narrativity, who has a history linking it to film analysis and music 

video analysis. This section overlaps with game sound analysis, and are combined in this thesis for 

that reason. Following this, the thesis uses two various audiovisual methods, film theorist Chion’s 

(1994) masking method, separating sound and vision and Størvold and Hawkins’ (2019) 

audiovisual synopsis. In the final section, the choice of using several case analysis’s to answer the 

research questions are discussed.  

 

Musicological methods  

The methods behind this thesis owe much to popular musicology. Kai Arne Hansen, who draws 

directly on Derek Scott and Stan Hawkins’ work, notes that “(p)opular musicology distinguishes 

itself from popular music studies first and foremost by advocating a musicological approach to the 

critical analysis of music, while endorsing the relevance of cultural or social context” (Hansen, 

2017, p. 7). As is now common practice, popular musicologists often borrow from other fields to 

supply their music analysis, and in my case, I am interested in research related to audiovisuality, 

gender studies as well as game studies. While musicology has a history of placing written notation 

as the main text in focus (often related to classical music), or in more recent years, the sound 

recording, I believe that such texts are only a few out of many texts through which meaning can be 

interpreted. In game research, it makes even less sense to look at these texts exclusively, as the 

combined sound output will vary from each time the player plays the game. Van Elferen states that:  

 
Game music enhances and demands game interaction, as a game needs to be played for its 

soundtrack to be heard. Like improvised music, game music’s very presence requires interaction: 

the sound of game music is dependent upon the way in which a player moves through the various 

stages of the game. Playing games, thus, quite simply, equals interacting with music. 

(Van Elferen, 2016, p. 39)  
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When we listen to music and experiences sound, whether it is through a video game or while at a 

rock concert, we do not experience the sounds by themselves. Music always comes with signifiers 

of the time and culture in which it thrives, and contains cultural and temporal signifiers that places it 

within a context. The various backgrounds and influences of the audience naturally also plays a role 

in this matter. It is unavoidable to delve into the music and sounds in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe without 

all the cultural signifiers that come with it. In the same sense as questions of gender unavoidably 

brings along questions of class, sexuality and ethnicity, this thesis argues that questions of music in 

video games always brings along similar questions. Following this argumentation, an intertextual 

focus is necessary in the context of this research of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, which presents a 

perspective that seems to be unexplored hitherto.  

 

“Intertextuality as a concept was coined by Julia Kristeva in the 1960s” (Hansen, 2017, p. 14), and 

in Hawkins’ definition  “[it] is the state by which a text transforms into another text and assumes 

meaning (…)” (Hawkins, 2016, p.3). Hawkins and Richardson also note its use “as a 

methodological tool for identifying the strategies of encoding and decoding a text” (Hansen on 

Hawkins and Richardson, 2017 p. 14-15). By investigating what the characters in Mario Kart are 

conveying to the player in terms of identity, how the game is blurring the gender divides, and how 

music impacts this picture, I am doing this through several angles, namely queer research, popular 

musicology and game studies. I side with Hansen on an understanding that “meaning is not inherent 

in any specific text, and emphasizes that meaning should be understood as excavated through the 

act of interpretation” (Hansen, 2017, p. 15), an argument presented by Roland Barthes in 1977 

(ibid). Allan F. Moore notes that texts can afford certain meanings, and writes that: “Gibson (1979) 

suggests that features of the environment afford a range of meanings to the perceiver, which is a 

useful concept because it throws the emphasis on the text rather than the perceiver, the text being by 

far the more accessible” (Moore, 2001, original emphasis). Hansen explains that this means that 

“meaning is not inherent in any specific text, and emphasizes that meaning should be understood as 

excavated through the act of interpretation” (Hansen, 2017, p. 15), and that this is an argument 

presented by Roland Barthes in 1977 (ibid). Although I do side with Hansen more than Moore when 

it comes to the significance of sociocultural significance, identity, and gendered meanings, even 

though my work differs from both of the authors through interest in music and sound in video 

games.  

 

Gaming hermeneutics and ethical considerations 

In uncovering how Mario Kart 8 Deluxe are blurring gender divides, and how the associated 

musical landscape impacts this, I am guided by hermeneutic principles.  
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Kramer calls this open interpretation, where the goal is not to “reproduce its premises but 

to produce something from them: depending on prior knowledge, but expecting that 

knowledge to be transformed in being used” (Hansen on Kramer, 2017, p. 17). 

 

I have chosen to employ a hermeneutic method, whereby I seek answers to my own interpretation 

of research on Nintendo, Nintendo’s demographics, the games industry, and character 

representation in games through the lens of queer musicology, game studies and audiovisuality. The 

analysis I will be conducting situates me me as a young white Norwegian male, a ‘gamer’, a 

professional musician, and not leasts a musicology master student at the University of Oslo. 

 

One of the main reasons I have a hermeneutic approach for this study, is to avoid certain ethical 

conflicts in terms of the answering my research questions. Some questions prove to be quite 

problematic to include in other methods that would be natural to consider, such as interviews, field 

studies and experiments. Questions of gender are inevitably linked to questions of class, ethnicity, 

sexuality and identity (Butler 1990, Walser 1993, Halberstam 1998, Hawkins 2016), which comes 

with its own challenges. I also find the same argument to be true in relation to music. 

 

Looking into questions of class, ethnicity, identity and sexual orientation is indeed something a 

researcher should not take lightly. The ethical problems that comes with these questions make it 

challenging for a researcher when conducting interviews. A researcher has to be careful in personal 

questions such as asking a subject about their race, if they are straight, or what they identify with. It 

is indeed a challenge to be completely certain that the meaning behind these kinds of questions are 

obvious, or even what is being asked. Some people might have problems simply revealing their age. 

As these questions are vital to this thesis, it needed a better way of answering these questions. The 

thesis does not argue that it is impossible to have these sort of questions answered by another 

method such as e.g. a semistructured interview, but it could certainly pose a challenge. Such a 

challenge includes, among other things, the power relation in play between the interviewer and the 

subject(s). Though a hermeneutic approach is one of many valid approaches, this is one of the 

dangerous situations that it avoids. 

 

As Nintendo has been a part of the mainstream for over 20 years, vast amounts of research have 

already been conducted on their demographics. In researching into ‘gender and games’, Sundén and 

Sveningsson (2012) include an overview of important works in the introductory chapter to their 

book ‘Gender and Sexuality in Online Game Cultures:  
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Important work has been done by, for example, Diane Carr (2002; 2005) and Helen Kennedy 

(2002; 2006) on preference and pleasure, Jennifer Jenson and Suzanne de Castell (2005; 2008), 

Jenson, de Castell and Fisher (2007) and Jenson, Fischer and de Castell (2011) on gender and 

learning, Mary Flanagan (2005; 2009) on critical play and alternative game design, Lisa 

Nakamura (2008; 2009) on race and ethnicity, Diane Carr (2010) on disability, Nick Taylor 

(2011) and Taylor Jenson and de Castell (2009) on gender and gaming cultures, and T.L.Taylor 

on gender and embodiment in online games (2003a; 2003b; 2006b). As concerns critical accounts 

of sexuality, work has been done in virtual words such as Second Life (see, for example, Brookey 

and Cannon 2009). However, when it comes to sexuality and computer games, such studies are 

still something in the making. For work in this direction, see for example Mia Constalvo’s 

investigations of sexuality in games in games in general (2003a), and of queer potentials in the 

Sims in particular (2003b), Zek Valkyrie’s (2011) work on sexuality in MMORPGs, Ben Light’s 

(2009) research on representations and experiences of LGBT gamers, and Adrienne Shaw’s 

(2009) exploration of LGBT representation in games from a production perspective.  

(Sundén and Sveningsson, 2012, p. 3) 

 

Bonnie Ruberg and Amanda Phillips also includes a more recent overview of the queer gaming 

discourse in their article in Game Studies from 2018, which will be part of the fundament for many 

of the discussions in this thesis. As a music analyst, teacher, and professional performer, I find this 

a valuable and necessary analytical tool. Avoiding the time constraint that an interview naturally 

has, it leaves space to look into a whole set of other questions, such as: How is the sonic landscape 

in Mario Kart catered to their demographic? What have the sound designers done to give the game a 

sense of identity? How does the sound impact on the characters identities, and how is the sound 

design queering the characters in the game? What effect does the audiovisual impression have on 

the player? These questions are also applicable to other games where the player gets to choose their 

own character. And that is one of the main aims of this thesis: To research how games and game 

sounds impact other people, and in this case, how this ties to the gendered personality of Mario Kart 

8 Deluxe. Questions regarding this thesis research can be addressed by moving away from 

experiments, questionnaires and interviews and into hermeneutics. I feel inclined to note that it does 

bring along similar problems as the interview method does. It relies on memory and reflection 

through the eyes that interpret the findings. And, to add on to that, it does also rely on the memory 

and reflection of the writers of the theories and works I, as the author of this thesis, intend to 

interpret. My findings will be influenced by my state of mind when researching, as well as my own 

background. According to Hankins: […] the hermeneutic process can manufacture significance or 

raise up certain meanings of others (Hankins on Abbate 2014). But does any scientific method 

completely disregard some reliance of memory and reflection? No matter how objective one might 
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seek to be as a researcher, the findings will always be influenced by the readings and what the 

researcher deems interesting given his or her background. Philip Tagg has warned that “a rejection 

of hermeneutics will result in sterile formalism while its unbridled application can degenerate into 

unscientific guesswork” (Hansen on Tagg, 2017, p. 18) I here point to my intertextual approach as a 

way to adhere to Tagg’s warning, as he has advocated within a musicologist approach (ibid).  

 

Game Sound Analysis and Narrativity  

The field of video game music is relatively new, with Karen Collins’ ‘‘Game Sound’’ (2008) as the 

establishment of the field, as well as Kamp et al. (2016). Coming into questions of sound in video 

games, questions of immersion, as well as emotional connections, cannot be overlooked. Jørgensen 

(2008) reminds us that “(e)mpirical research has shown that music provides vital emotional 

connections to video gaming: without sound, players express a lack of involvement even in 

dramatic gameplay developments such as fighting and death” (Van Elfren on Jørgensen, 2016, page 

35). In Ludomusicology: Approaches to Video Game Music (2016), music in video games is 

investigated through the relationship of music and play, “a term coined Ludomusicology by 

Guillaume Laroche and taken up by Roger Moseley” (2013) (Kamp et al., 2016, p. 1). Tim 

Summers, in particular, suggests a couple of methods that I find very useful to implement in my 

own study. In his chapter Analysing Video Game Music: Sources, Methods and a Case Study 

(2016), he conducts a case study on the famous video game Halo: Combat Evolved (2001). He 

employs, among others, a method he calls analytical play. As he argues:  

 
It is entirely necessary for the analyst to play the games and engage with them as a player and 

analyst simultaneously. It is not possible to be one and not the other when investigating this topic 

in an academic way. In order for the music to be sounded from this interactive media, the game 

must be played. (Summers, 2016, p. 10) 

 

Following on this statement, I argue that understanding the context where the music of the game is 

experienced is vital to understanding how it impacts the listener. Music and soundscapes created for 

video games differ from the ways that music for other media are composed and created. The 

analysis I will be conducting draws much inspiration from Tim Summer’s analysis on Halo, as well 

as Mark Grimshaw’s similar analysis in The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies (2012). Although 

Grimshaw focuses primarily on First Person Shooter (FPS) games, I find that the tools he is using is 

translatable to Mario Kart 8 Deluxe as well. Grimshaw’s analysis does not rely on the specifics of 

the FPS genre, but works as a general way of analyzing sound and vision presented simultaneously 

in a game context. To explain his analysis, I have chosen to the following excerpt:  
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My hands clutch the machine gun nervously as I survey the scene before me. I am amid the ruins 

of a French village. A single bell tolls in the church tower behind me while pigeons flap and coo 

around it. An aircraft roars overhead, and I have just passed a sign creaking disconsolately on one 

rusty hinge and offering vin rouge. Somewhere, a record of Edith Piaf crackles through the empty 

streets, stuck on one lingering phrase. A tank burns in the distance, and the sound of muffled 

explosions and gunfire comes from the left and ahead behind a pile of rubble. (…)  

(Grimshaw, 2012, original emphasis, p. 349) 

 

Grimshaw does not give his way of analyzing a particular name, but claims that: “Analyses of 

sound and sound use in digital games—of which the scenario just now sketched is typical— usually 

take as their starting point principles defined in cinema theory” (ibid). Though I disagree with 

Grimshaw’s downplaying of the emphasis on the game’s music in regard to the overall game 

experience, I do concur with his focus on sounds and ways of analyzing narrative in gameplay.  

As a result of this, a couple theoretical terms I will be employing is directly borrowed from film 

criticism. I find three terms especially useful in this context, such as the notion of diegetic sound, 

nondiegetic sound and acousmatic sound. Grimshaw writes that:  

 
(…) the notion of diegetic and nondiegetic sound has been imported from film criticism (Curtiss 

1992; Chion 1994, for example) to game sound theory by a number of authors (such as Grimshaw 

2008a; Jørgensen 2006) For games, following definitions in cinema, a simple assertion is that 

diegetic sound is the sound that derives from the internal logic of the game world and that 

nondiegetic sound is all other game sound such as the music score and menu interface sounds (…) 

(Grimshaw, 2012, p. 349) 

 

When it comes to acousmatic sound, it relates to off-screen sound, in other words sound that are 

heard but cannot be seen on-screen. Grimshaw elaborates the following way:  

 

(T)he notion of acousmatic sound has been borrowed following its development from 

electroacoustic composition by film theorists such as Chion (1994). In the case of digital games, 

as for film, acousmatic sound is off-screen sound - a problematic definition for some (Metz [1985] 

disputes the on-screen/off-screen distinction) while others argue that technologies such as 

surround sound blur distinctions between on-screen and off-screen [Chion 1994, 129-31]- but 

having the benefit of denoting sound that derives from a source not seen on the screen. 

(Grimshaw, 2012, p. 349) 
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I supply the narrative analysis of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, with traditional music analysis. As I am 

trained in music analysis through my music education and through my profession as a music 

performer and teacher, I find it natural to use as a way of answering my research question. This 

allows me to explain how the composers achieve certain moods and associations, as well as how the 

music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe queers stereotypical notions of gender. It lets me talk about how the 

music is used to create tension and release, familiarity, and notions of otherness. This includes 

instrumentation, timbre and harmony. Much of the music analysis is used in the same sense as Stan 

Hawkins (2013) uses in his analysis of Rihanna’s Umbrella. In tandem with Hawkins, my thesis 

both takes audiovisuality and questions of gender into consideration. It is important to note that 

there is a difference between how real humans are aestheticized through technology and how 

animated characters are made to be human-like, or the opposite for that matter. I argue that 

animated characters have similar, if not expanded capabilities when it comes to giving off a sense of 

identity. I will note that this thesis does not properly address hyperembodiment, as Hawkins does, 

and is more interested in how aesthetics and sounds ties to the blurring of gender divides.  

 
Masking methods (separating audio and vision)  

One of the ways I will be using audiovisual analysis is through the masking method (Chion, 1994; 

Vernallis 2004), separating audio and vision before combining them again. As game music analysis 

has a narrative from film analysis, I find great value in using the method as a way of looking at the 

sound undistorted by the visuals, as well as the visuals undistorted by the emotional impact the 

sound creates. Though I am not investigating a music video, I am investigating moving image with 

sound placed to it, and I would argue that this is particularly interesting in a game context. Whereas 

music videos are made to help sell the music and to convey the image of an artist or a group, most 

games are made in such a way that music is not necessary (look back to the section of Sound in 

Video Games). I would argue that in music videos, the sound plays the leading role, while in video 

games (with exceptions like Guitar Hero (2005-2015), Sing Star (2004-2017), Dance Dance 

Revolution (1998-2019) and so on), the visual input is in focus. In looking at how they both work 

separately, their combined results become clearer, in how the sound reinforces or defies 

expectations of the visual input.  

 

Audiovisual synopsis  

In responding to how the different audiovisual aspects of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe serve to reinforce 

notions of gendered identity, I would like to employ a method of analysis similar to the audiovisual 

synopsis in table 17.1 from Hawkins and Størvold’s ‘Justin Timberlake’s ‘’Man of the Woods’’: 

Lumbersexuality, Nature, and Larking Around (Burns and Hawkins, 2019, p. 317-336). As with 
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Hawkins and Størvold, I am particularly interested in musical form, narrative, relating to both how 

the sound merges with the player’s positioning in the various racing courses, musical codes and 

visual codes. My work however differs from Hawkins and Størvolds’ work in the sense that I am 

not interested in the ecocritical perspectives of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, as well as how I’m looking at 

an entirely different media. In the section below, I argue how I am able to transfer a method related 

to music video into that of a video game, and how they can share similar attributes.  

 

Case study analysis 

In uncovering how Mario Kart 8 Deluxe queers notions of gender in the musical and visual codes, I 

have chosen to conduct several case analysis’s. In my case study analyses, I will be looking at the 

introduction to the game, and the various menu screens presented, then into four of Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe’s racing courses.  

 

The introductory menu screen takes the player through different choices, where most of them 

eventually lead to the character select screen. Notably, although the Online-play menu and the 

Wireless-play-menu also leads into the character select screen, they have different music and 

visuals than the single-player and multiplayer-menus. For the purposes of this thesis, I have chosen 

not to address these menus, since they are not part of longplay-videos, and seemingly not part of the 

most common gameplay experience. After the player has selected their character, the player will 

find themselves choosing vehicles. Once the vehicles, in addition to wheels and parachutes, are 

selected, the player gets to choose one or several courses to play on. Depending on which game 

mode you selected in the menu screen, either battle or race, you get different map choices. I will 

focus specifically on the race-mode of the game, and I point mainly to the ‘speed-running’-

community here. The speed-runners are competing and cooperating in finding ways to complete 

games at the fastest possible time. Longplay videos, one of which I will be using to supply my own 

gameplay experience with, consists of players who complete the games at a regular pace. I have 

chosen to use one particular longplay-video from Youtube-user LongplayArchivev, and this is for 

several reasons. In my decision to use YouTube longplay videos as the foundation for my case 

analysis, I am inspired by Tim Summers’ (2016) analysis of the Halo-music through a case study of 

the first level of the game. As he is playing on a Windows computer, his analysis is based of 

dissections of his own recorded gameplay, which I argue is easier to do with computer games, as 

opposed to console-games such as Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. Capture cards, which could be used to 

record my own gameplay experiences absolutely do exist, but I do not feel that this is completely 

necessary for the purpose of my study. It would be problematic if other players’ experience was the 

only source I had for my case analysis, but as I have been actively playing the game myself since 
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it’s release (as well as the former console games in the series), I feel justified in comparing the 

longplay videos to my own experience of the game. One might argue that the YouTube 

compression will give a false impression of how the sound and video quality was intended. For the 

purpose of my analysis however, I argue that such distinctions in audio quality simply are too small 

to impact my findings. I also use Youtube-channel David Bosch’s (David Bosch, 2017) playlist of 

the Mario Kart 8 Deluxe soundtrack to supplement the longplay videos and my own gameplay 

experience. I find that the tracks are neatly organized, including variations of their various 

interactions with specific environmental features. An argument to use the longplay videos as 

reference as opposed to my own gameplay, is because much of my methods and theory builds on 

music video and film analysis, and this gives me an accessible way of showing the reader exactly 

what is being researched, and which specific visual and audial impressions I am referring to at a 

certain point in time. I argue that this makes my material more tangible, as opposed to simply 

referring to my own gameplay experience, which could be vastly different from what other players 

are experiencing. Another argument is that it gives me the ability to look at certain elements more 

closely, through slowing down the video, pausing or rewinding when needed. Both longplay and 

speedrunning videos of Mario kart 8 agree that a completion of the Mario Kart game is defined by 

completing all the courses in race mode (often in first place). Through countless hours of Mario 

Kart with my friends I also find that in 9 out of 10 cases we end up choosing the racing mode. This 

is why I choose to place the main focus here, as the game also seems to do in terms of effort and 

game material. To summarize quickly, in my case analysis of the game, I will be focusing on the 

following gendered aspects of the game: The menu screen, the character selection, the vehicle 

selection, several courses along with their introductions. 

 

I have chosen these racing courses specifically for their variety and how they show different sides 

of Nintendo. I have chosen to not look at the racing courses in the game that are renewed versions 

of racing tracks from older games, simply because my interest first and foremost lies in how the 

modern Nintendo addresses queer representation in their games. This is not to say that Nintendo 

hasn’t done changes in the renewed versions, but I am much more intrigued in how Nintendo deals 

with issues when presented with an entirely new palette. The music for the racing tracks exclusive 

to Mario Kart 8 Deluxe (and Mario Kart 8) are entirely new compositions in relation to the Mario-

Kart series, and feature live studio recordings as opposed to the midi compositions of the renewed 

racing courses. This is of special interest to me, as it arguably bridges the gap between popular 

music and game music further.  
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CHAPTER 4: Discussion  
 

Overview of discussion 

In the discussion section I start off with providing an overview of the video game Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe. After that I discuss representational politics in modern games, before addressing the 

context within Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is played, and the culture surrounding it. I then move on to 

considering how other Nintendo-franchises impact the identity of the characters in Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe. I continue narrowing representational politics to the characters in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, 

with various emphasis placed on them depending on the significance they’ve had in various 

Nintendo games over the years. Following this discussion of characters, I discuss questions of 

sexuality relating to them. I then discuss how Mario Kart’s mechanics and other mainstream 

Nintendo-franchises can be seen in the light of gender politics. Finally, I give a general introduction 

to Mario-games characteristic musical landscape before I move on to the analysis section.  

 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe tutorial - press OK to continue 

A quick summary of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the object of this thesis, was presented to the reader in 

the introduction of this thesis, and this section expands upon this.  

 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is a kart-racing game with 42 various characters from the Nintendo Universe, 

catered to people of all ages. It is a re-release of the game Mario Kart 8 (2014). Mario Kart 8 was 

originally released for the Nintendo Wii-U console, and Mario Kart 8 Deluxe was released for 

Nintendo’s newest console: Nintendo Switch, and contains Mario Kart 8 and all its DLC (extra 

gameplay material that is bought in addition to the game) content. The game features twelve racing 

cups, each containing four different racing courses. 25 of the racing courses are exclusive to mario 

kart 8 Deluxe (and Mario Kart 8), while the remaining 23 are remakes of older Mario Kart courses. 

The game’s brand new racing courses feature live-recordings of Nintendo’s own big band, while the 

remade racing courses use exclusively computer-programmed music. Most of the racing courses are 

presented as utopian places, and the ‘dangerous’ places, though not necessarily utopian, are still 

presented as exciting and adventurous. The game’s child-friendly aesthetic often plays with many 

strong and bright colors. Much like science fiction and adventures, characters and courses are either 

presented as belonging to the ‘good’-side, the heroic characters, or the ‘bad’ side. In addition to the 

35 character from various Super Mario games, we have ‘Isabella’, ‘Villager Boy’ and ‘Villager 

Girl’ from the Animal Crossing Franchise, ‘Link’ from the Legend of Zelda-series and ‘Inkling 

boy’ and ‘Inkling girl’ from the Splatoon-series. Finally, the game can create their own avatar using 

the ‘Mii’-customization which was introduced with the Nintendo Wii-console, and translate 
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Amiibo-characters (action figures or to portable cards which interact with the Nintendo Switch-

controller) to custom outfits to their Mii-characters.  

 

The game’s goal varies from which of the two game modes that the player chooses. In race-mode 

the goal is to compete against up to 11 other players and finish the race before everyone else. The 

other game mode, the battle-mode, presents the player with five various mini-games which have 

their own win conditions. All game modes feature items, which gives the player using it an 

advantage. In some battle modes, these items are entirely necessary in order to meet the win 

condition. These items vary from giving the player using it a speed boost, to giving other players a 

decrease in speed. Items that decrease other players’ speed can be described as weapons, such as the 

bomb-like bob-omb or the various colored turtle-shells that are thrown towards other opponents. 

These items give the Mario Kart-series, along with Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, a unique comeback-

mechanic. In the racing mode, which is the mode my case analysis’s focuses on, items are obtained 

when the player drives through rainbow-colored boxes with a question mark sign on them. The 

worse the player is doing in the race - the better items the player is given. Some items are close to 

unavoidable, and gives the opponents significant disadvantages. The effect of this in the gameplay 

is that some races in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe are decided partly by luck, and not mechanical skills or 

game knowledge. All racing courses have one or more shortcuts, which rewards players for 

exploring the courses. They often come with risks of a speed penalty and can be hard to effectively 

use, rewarding mechanically skilled players more than beginners. Each racing course begins with an 

opening fanfare, showcasing the course’s various features, and ends once the 11th player hits the 

finish line. A scoreboard is then presented to the players, placing them between 1st and 12th place. 

Depending on whether the player won or lost the race, different fanfares are played. After four 

consecutive races, the final score is revealed in a trophy-ceremony, showing video-edited highlights 

from the courses that were just played.  

 

Representations politics in modern games 

In Ochalla B’s 2009 study ‘‘Are video games getting gayer?’’ (cited in Shaw 2011), video game 

designer and professor Brenda Braithwaite mentions the increasing demand of queered characters in 

video games: “(…) developers eventually got hip to the fact that there are women out there who 

want to control female characters [in video games], and now they’re getting hip to the fact that there 

are [lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender] gamers out there who want to control LGBT characters” 

(Shaw on Ochalla, 2011). 

 

One could argue that Nintendo has caught on to the point that Braithwaite brings up here. 
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In the newest The Legend of The Zelda-game Breath of the Wild (2017), an open-world action 

adventure game, the player gets to change the appearance of their hero, ‘Link’, by switching 

different clothes. ‘Link’, as previously mentioned, is also a playable character in Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe. A key part of Breath of The Wild’s story includes crossdressing to get accepted into a 

female village, which may do well for a queer audience. Perhaps this is one of the reasons Gaytimes 

chose to include the game on it’s several lists of games that queer people love. (Megarry, 2020) 

Gaytimes write that ‘‘We’re not quite sure why The Legend of Zelda has such a big queer 

following, but like many Nintendo franchises, it just does.’’ (Ibid, original emphasis). Final 

Fantasy VII (1997) was newly remade for Sony’s Playstation 4 console in April 2020, and similarly 

contains a plot where the main character has to crossdress to advance in the storyline. As the main 

character ‘Cloud’ is a playable character in two of Nintendo’s ‘Super Smash Brothers’-games, it 

would seem that this is acceptable in the Nintendo universe. The point that Braithwaite brings up 

could also be seen through the increasing popularity of the MOBA (Multiplayer online battle 

arena)-genre, with hugely successful games such as Dota 2 (2013) or League of Legends. League of 

Legends was considered to be the biggest E-sports title in the world as of 2018, with 99 million 

unique viewers watching the World Championship. Numbers that the game creator Riot Games 

released in 2017, show that the game then had approximately 100 million players (Samples, 2018). 

In League of Legends there’s currently (as of May 2020) 148 available characters, with new ones 

being added about every third month. Although the game could be critiqued for its problematic 

normative gender representations; the hypersexualized females, such as Riven in her battle bunny-

skin (in League of Legends, outfits are called skins) or the lumber-masculine types, such as Olaf, it 

also contains an increasing number of queer characters. To name a few: The female monster 

Rek’sai, a heterosexual couple where the male is subordinate to the female (Rakan and Xayah), the 

queer Taric in his Armor of the Fifth Age-skin, and the butch kraken-princess Illaoi. Other genres, 

such as the Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG)-genre, also display this 

tendency, with games such as World of Warcraft (2004), or the Battle Royale-genre with games 

such as Fortnite (2017) and Apex Legends (2019). While much interesting could be noted in this 

aspect, I will contain myself to briefly mentioning them, to support the fact that Braithwaite’s claim 

also stands strong in the year of 2020.  

 

Casual Gaming Culture: Games as a social arena  

As earlier mentioned in the chapter of Nintendo’s narrative of gender stereotyping, Nintendo have 

targeted the ‘casual gamers’ segment as of their Nintendo Wii-console release. This means that 

games are created in such a fashion that everyone can enjoy them, and that the games are accessible 

to players who don’t play often, and don’t put in time and effort to master mechanical skills. It also 
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means that a game like Mario Kart 8 Deluxe can be played without placing all the focus into the 

game. When playing a game like Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, instead of being fully immersed into the 

game world, the game can work as a supplement to a social arena. In this sense Mario Kart, along 

with games like Mario Party and Super Smash Brothers have a similar function to board-games. 

The games’ mechanics, gameplay and goals are simple enough to understand that you don’t need 

the player’s full attention while playing the game.  

 

Even though Nintendo games are marketed as casual ‘party’ games, some Nintendo games have had 

success as E-sport games, notably the Super Smash Bros-series. Speaking from my own experience, 

playing Mario Kart has been a natural arena to get to know people better. I discovered a Mario Kart 

drinking game on forums online, and since then I’ve hosted Mario Kart pre-parties with drinking 

games, or I’ve invited people to come play Mario Kart over a cup of coffee. It’s been an easy way 

to get people to start talking, and the game seems to be just immersive enough that the competitive 

aspect matters, but not so immersive that you can’t have a conversation while playing. As I’m quite 

fond of meeting new people, I’ve always been open to the idea of my friends bringing their friends 

along, and I’ve met a lot of wonderful people this way. I’ve also gotten to introduce quite a few 

people to the game this way. In my experience I’ve never met someone that’s unfamiliar with 

Nintendo’s mascot, Super Mario, but they might’ve never seen the Mario Kart franchise before. Or 

they’ve heard about it, but never actually played it. Seemingly the character avoids controversies 

that could be found in other games such as Grand Theft Auto or Call of Duty. In the gaming 

situations I’ve hosted, it’s been everything from 2 to 20 people in the room, and quite often most of 

them have been gathered around the TV, spectating or playing the game. In some cases it’s been 

about a 50/50 mix of people engaged in the game in some way, while other’s are enjoying a 

conversation in another end of the room. To me, a natural comparison would be a beer pong table at 

a party. Some people enjoy playing beer pong all night, and some players play a couple of games 

before they pass the ping pong ball to another player who’d like to join in in their place. At my 

Mario Kart events, when there’s someone unfamiliar to the game there’s always someone in the 

room who’s eager to explain the controllers. Often there’s several people with Mario Kart 

experience explaining the controllers and the game rules simultaneously, step by step, as the newer 

players are guided through the menu screen, into the characters select screen, eventually into the 

race courses. This is also an aspect of game culture that has been present in my life since my 

childhood. When the Nintendo games Pokémon Ruby and Pokémon Sapphire (2002) released, all 

the pupils at my school who had the game would help each other in advancing in the storyline when 

they got stuck. People bonded over the fact that they were playing the same game, and often invited 

people home after school to help them overcome the struggles. To me it seems that gamers are 
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excited to help and take on the role of a coach when asked for. Naturally, I also like to take on the 

teaching role if no one else is engaged in it. As I like to invite people who share my love for video 

games, it’s no shock that they would be eager to tutor the beginners in how the game works, but it’s 

nonetheless a great conversation starter, especially if this is the arena where these people meet for 

the first time. Conversations have a tendency to change when players who are familiar to the game 

play together (which is often quickly realized), and in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, they might instantly be 

talking about who their favourite characters are, or which courses they like to race on. It is also 

typical to dive into conversations about other games as well. Players who are particularly skilled in 

one game tend to be familiar with the entire gaming culture, and which games are important to 

know about, and which games have high status among fans. Different conversational topics are 

based out of how experienced the players are with the game, and males have a higher tendency to 

speak about the various skill-aspects of the game to other male players. An example of this could be 

the previously mentioned weight class system in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. 

 

Characters and the critical relevance of context  

Images regarding video game characters are constructed visually and sonically, and can often be 

understood in terms of what the creators want the audience to perceive. Image can be constructed 

normatively, constructing a character that fulfills expectations regarding gender, visual input, way 

of being as well as its related sound characteristics. The context the character finds itself in also 

plays a big role. Because what happens when characters from various Nintendo-related games find 

themselves in other frameworks?  

 

British game developer Rare, who developed several critically acclaimed games for Nintendo 

consoles, has been famous for playing with visual expectations, namely with the character ‘Conker’. 

Using a similar art style to their child-friendly Donkey Kong and Banjo-Kazooie-games, the game 

developers play with the expectations of the furry and arguably cute-looking squirrel Conker in 

Conker’s Bad Fur Day (2001). Conker is presented as a heavy drinker, greedy, yet positive-spirited 

and naive character in a violent world of dark and sexualized humor with pop culture references. 

This creates an iconic cult-image in this 18+ rated game released for the Nintendo console Nintendo 

64. Voice actor Chris Seavor plays a great deal in making Conker’s personality come alive. 

Nintendo releasing another Rare-game, Diddy Kong Racing (1997) a few years earlier with Conker 

as a playable character, arguably alters his image in such a way that the game can be marketed to 

children without issue.  
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Nintendo has been having great success in moving characters between their various franchises, 

using their legacy as a way to draw player’s interest from one game to another. Three franchises are 

worth mentioning in this regard: The Super Smash Brothers-series, The Mario Party-series, and the 

series this thesis focuses itself on; The Mario Kart-series. This thesis argues that every time 

Nintendo uses their characters in various frameworks, it impacts how the character is perceived. To 

put it in other words - The characters evolve over the course of the games they are featured in, along 

with how they are presented in other media. Princess Peach and Super Mario are both examples of 

characters that were presented very one-dimensional. Much of this was due to technological 

limitations, both in graphics, sound and storage capacity.  

 

Not much dialogue was presented in the early games, and as the game industry has shifted, the 

characters have shifted along with it. The early development of the characters has still had a lot to 

say in terms of how the characters are perceived today. In the early Mario games of the 80’s and 

90’s, Princess Peach often had the role of the damsel in distress, incapable of violence or defending 

herself. She had a marginalized role compared to Mario, who was the main character of the games. 

This was not without exceptions though, and one of these exceptions was in Super Mario Bros. 2 

for the NES (1988-1992), where she was one of the four playable characters. This effectively gave 

the player the option of making her the main character, placing her into the spotlight as the herovi. 

About ten years later, Peach showed up as a playable character in Super Smash bros Melee (2001-

2002). Graphics had improved to give her a more realistic look, as well as a voice. She again proved 

to the player that she indeed was capable of taking care of herself. She was still the same princess 

with the all-pink dress, but this time, the character was further developed. When looking at some of 

the characters featured in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, this evolution is something that must be taken into 

consideration when discussing the characters.  

 

Choosing your character!  

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe seems to follow a bipolar construction of identity, where the characters either 

are presented as ‘familiar’ - from a white-western perspective - or as ‘other’. The characters 

presented as heroic in the Mario franchise generally seems to be white, heteronormal, human or pet-

like, and slender. None of the heroic characters are seemingly muscular, and their size seems to be 

indicate that they are either ‘adult-sized’ or ‘child-sized’. This said, the ‘others’, are also fairly 

familiar, and don’t stray too far away from the familiar. In cases where there’s potential to create a 

horrifying character, the game creators have toned it down enough so that the characters seem less 

of a threat. All the characters are created in such a way that they would appeal to children. The 
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characters of Mario seem to be constructed around archetypes, which are easily recognizable, and 

often easy to relate to.  

 

In this thesis’ discussion of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe’s characters I have chosen not to place equal 

emphasis on all the characters in the game. I will be focusing on several characters more than 

others, and I justify that by the case studies I have chosen to do, and the characters’ significance in 

Nintendo games. Three of the race courses relate to specific characters, and I am interested in how 

the various course soundtracks showcase the personality of the associated characters in sound and 

visuals. Two of the characters I have chosen to emphasize have their own spinoff-games: Princess 

Peach and Toad. Mario is emphasized because he is the main protagonist of the Super Mario 

franchise, and Bowser is emphasized because he is the main antagonist. I therefore argue it makes 

more sense to place more emphasis on these characters, as they are a more integral part of the 

Nintendo business. This thesis therefore places special emphasis on the following characters: 

‘Mario’, ‘Bowser’, ‘Princess Peach’, ‘Toad’. This thesis also discusses Princess Rosalina, 

specifically on matters of sexuality in the Mario Universe. A handful of other, less relevant 

characters are included in the discussion, but this thesis does not deal with every character in Mario 

Kart 8 Deluxe.  

 

Super Mario - Nintendo’s Mascot  

In a 2017 youtube interview with Great Big Story, Mario creator Shigeru Miyamoto explains that 

much of the aesthetic decisions of Mario was due to technical limitations. Drawing faces in 8-bit 

proved difficult, so he started to draw a big nose. To make his nose stand out, he added a mustache, 

and his cap was added so he didn’t have to deal with Mario’s hair. Miyamoto says that he never 

feels like drawing masculine superhero characters, and that Mario’s personality is more relatable to 

players. This particular quote immediately inspires a question: If Mario is not a masculine super-

hero, what is he then?  

The first meeting the world had with Mario was through the arcade-hit Donkey Kong (1981). 

Initially called Mr. Video, and then Jumpman, the original Mario was a carpenter instead of a 

plumber. His mission in Donkey Kong is similar to that of many fairy tales: Fight through 
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difficulties to rescue the kidnapped princess. Jumpman, or Mario, has to dodge barrels that the giant 

ape Donkey Kong throws at him to rescue the princess Pauline, who initially was called Lady. 

Jumpman climbs stairs, dodges fires from an oil barrel, runs on metal bars in something that 

resembles a factory and beats the barrels to a pulp as he picks up hammers. One could easily make 

the point that this plays into stereotypical gender roles, where you have a helpless princess in a pink 

dress, braided hair, standing still at the top of the screen, visibly screaming ‘help’. She seems to be 

fully dependent on Jumpman to save her, as he deems her an object of desire, understated by the 

huge pink heart that unfolds between them as they get next to each other. The heart is broken as 

Donkey Kong kidnaps her again and again, taking her up to higher and higher floors. One could 

also argue that initially giving her the name Lady objectifies her as well as it gives her 

characteristics that the social understanding of the term gives her. Jumpman is naturally also a name 

that objectifies our main character. He is a man, placing him at the top of the social hierarchy in the 

game, competing with an animal and a Lady. His name has the added benefit of indicating his role: 

he is a man who jumps. Interestingly, Lady is taller than Jumpman, who is the smallest of all the 

characters, and Donkey Kong is huge in comparison. Perhaps this draws inspiration from David and 

Goliath, and thus makes Jumpman more relatable. He is the underdog, fighting against all odds, 

eventually defeating a much bigger and stronger opponent. An ordinary man, a carpenter, a working 

class hero. In between the lines lies his courage. He doesn’t give up, even when the odds are 

stacked against him. When the arcade hit moved from Japan to The United States, the creators 

decided they wanted to give him a name that would make him more relatable, and ended up using 

the name Mario.  

 

Figure 1. Nintento's mascot 'Super Mario' 
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The Nintendo wiki fandom page describes that Mario is in general portrayed as a “brave, cheerful, 

determined, friendly, outgoing, selfless and caring man”.vii He holds no grudge towards his 

enemies. He blushes when Princess Peach kisses him on the cheek, indicating that he has romantic 

feelings for her, and also dreams about her in his sleep. He loves food, specifically pasta, and this is 

also shown through his slightly chubby appearance. Mario is quite impulsive and stubborn, and can 

be a good sportsman, clapping and smiling when losing to competitors in Super Smash Bros. 

Ultimate (2018). On the other hand, he can also burst into tears when showing disappointing results 

in Mario Golf Toadstool Tour (2003).  

 

Mario’s personality, like many animated characters, are highly shaped by their voice actor. 

I find that their impression of the character(s) they are voicing is valuable to look at in terms of 

what they want the character to convey to the audience. As Charles Martinet crashed the audition 

for Mario’s voice, he had no idea what the character looked like. In two interviews, one with 

Youtube-user GamerSpawnviii, and one with Guinness World Recordsix Martinet talks about how 

Marios personality came to life. As he was sitting on the beach, a friend called him and told him to 

crash an audition for a real-time animation system. His instructions were that he was an Italian 

plumber from Brooklyn called Mario, and that he would be talking to people of all ages. He was 

then instructed to talk until he ran out of things to say, and that would be his audition. Charles 

Martinet views Mario as a character full of joy, happiness, fun and courage, and claims that 

‘Everyone loves Mario’. During the interviews he improvises phrases from all of his characters: 

Mario, Luigi, Wario, Waluigi, Baby Mario and Baby Luigi. His Mario phrases are fit’s his 

statement, such as the cheerfull ‘It’s-a me, Mario! Wohoo!’ or ‘Here we go-o! You’re numbah one! 

Yippiee!’. Mario’s voice has an Italian-American accent, with a high-pitched falsetto voice, almost 

sounding like he’s going through puberty. This plays into the queering of his masculinity, giving 

him a voice that reminds more of a happy teenager than a grown man. It is quite interesting that 

Martinet chooses to tell the audience that they are number one (several times), as it creates a 

distinction between Mario and the player. In a catchphrase such as that, Mario seems to be a 

character that you play together with, not as. The player is number one, which means that Mario is 

not, but he is nevertheless overjoyed to be controlled by you. 

 

Aside from Mario, It is important to mention one other character that has played a large role, often 

as his sidekick. Luigi, Mario’s taller, younger brother, is a character that was originally added to 

facilitate a multiplayer-option. Originally just a copy of Mario with different colors, he has in later 

games developed a personality of his own, and had spinoff-games where he is the main character. 
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Luigi has similar personality traits to Mario, but has strong cowardly tendencies, and where Mario 

is impulsive, Luigi often worries about dangerous situations.   

 

Bowser - the main antagonist   

Bowser as a character has always been associated with evil, the villain. Dissimilar to most Mario 

characters, his aesthetics are more in line with that of a monster, rather than a human. As opposed to 

another Zelda villain, Ganon, or Ganondorf, Bowser is not a ruthless devil, but more like a 

elementary school bully. He he stomps his enemies by jumping on them, and he is a fierce 

commander of a group of turtles under the name of Koopas. But even though the fire’s and all the 

lava associated with Bowser seem threatening, we quickly discover that it’s not as destructive as it 

looks. In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, after falling into the lava, the player is quickly picked up by the 

Lakitu-cloud, and the both the character and the vehicle is left with not as much as a scratch. After 

being hit by a ball of fire, the vehicle spins around for a moment, and no harm is done. Bowser is 

much the same way. At a first glance he might seem threatening - a sizable creature with devil-like 

horns, sharp claws, big sharp teeth, spikes on his back, chain-bracelets and spiked collars, and on 

top of that he breaths fire like a dragon. At the same time, his appearance is reminiscent of a turtle, 

a fairly friendly animal that are also kept as pets by some. This stands in opposition to most 

characters in the Mario-universe, who have a human-like appearance. Bowser’s many facial 

expressions reveal that he’s not as confident as we often see villains, that he loses control, and that 

he has weaknesses. His fury reminds the player of a child who is disappointed he didn’t get his 

candy bar and tries to convince his parents through screaming louder. And this makes sense. 

Bowser is a villain who is supposed to cater to children, a fierce challenger, but not someone who 

keeps you up at night. Bowser’s lack of voice could instill danger, but in a 2019 interview with 

‘Good Day Sacramento’x, voice actor Kenny James insists that he can do a voice for Bowser, but 

Nintendo doesn’t want it. If one were writing a fan fiction, perhaps one could fantasize that poor  

 

Bowser really wants to speak, but his lack of vocabulary prevents him to do so. Instead he grunts, 

snarls and growls. But I will note that this is a truth with modification. In Super Mario Sunshine 

(2002), Bowser and Bowser jr. has captured Princess Peach, and in the climax of the game he 

speaks to Mario as he tries to rescue her. He asks ‘Mario - how dare you disturb my family 

vacation’ as he lets out a furious growl. This statement indicates that he is indeed the father of 

Bowser jr, and perhaps he want Princess Peach to be the mother of his child, as mrs. Bowser is 

nowhere to be seen. This is reinforced in Super Mario Odyssey (2017), where he forcefully tries to 
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marry Princess Peach. In this game however, text boxes reveal what he is trying to say, taking away 

his normal voice.  

 

Answering the question ‘Who is Bowser’, Kenny James jokingly says that ‘Bowser is an angry 

child’, and a ‘turtle-dinasour-guy’.he explains that, in creating Bowser’s voice, he ’tried to get it as 

deep and angry-sounding as possible. How does Nintendo show Bowser as a worthy challenger for 

the player, as an angry child, as a villain, and as an ‘other’? Aside from his appearance and fire-

breathing, he demonstrates wealth and status in the Mario-Universe. ‘Bosses’ in Super Mario, or 

significantly difficult computer controlled enemy, often met a climax of a game or at a particular 

section of the game, usually have some relation to Bowser. Bowser is often the final challenge the 

player has to overcome to rescue the princess. His strength and status is demonstrated through other 

characters inferiority, and through the stages associated with him. His wealth comes through 

various inventions that he uses to try to defeat Mario, and by his incredible castles, filled with 

advanced and expensive traps, with considerable (mostly spiky) decorations. 

 

Toad - the supportive mushroom-humanoid https://mario.fandom.com/wiki/Toad_(character) 

Toad is a mushroom-humanoid, and Toad’s face is human-like with a fly agaric mushroom placed 

like a hat on Toad’s head. Toad is as much a character as it is a race of its own in the Mario 

Universe, with similarly looking characters. The Toad ‘Toadette’ is the most notable mention in this 

regard, who is also a playable character in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. Toad’s size is small, and is 

reminiscent of a child, with tiny arms, stubby feet and with chubby cheeks. The Miyamoto created-

character is one that often plays a supportive role in the world of Mario. In the Super-Mario games 

Toad is usually the informant, either telling the player ‘Thank You Mario! But Our Princess Is In 

Figure 2. The character ‘Bowser’ 
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Another Castle!’ or educating the player in the rules of the game. In the Mario Party (1998-2018) 

games Toad keeps this role, but also has the role of the host who creates excitement and inspires a 

positive competitive spirit in the participants. In the Super Smash-bros. games Toad is associated 

with Princess Peach, and absorbs attacks sent her direction as well as retaliating them back with 

more power. Toad is presented as Princess Peach’s servant and attendant, but often fails in stopping 

Bowser from kidnapping her. Toad is cowardly, and impatient, but loyal, and often helps the Mario 

Brothers on their adventures. Samatha Kelly, who is known as the voice of Peach (in all her 

different versions), is also the voice of Toad and Toadette in Mario Kart 8, and this reinforces the 

association between the characters. But Toad has several voice actors over the years, such as 

Tomoko Maruno, Isaac Marshall and Jen Taylor. Toad’s voice is raspy and high-pitchedxi. As 

mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, Toad (and Toadette) is genderless, something also 

reflected in the various genders of Toad’s voice actor over the years. In many ways Toad reminds 

the player of a naive child who is always ready for adventure, no matter the dangers it might 

contain. 

 

Nintendo’s cute serial killers  

In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, several of the characters have the potential to be horrifying villains, but are 

designed in such a way that they seem appealing to children. One of these examples can be seen in 

the character ‘Shy guy’, originally an enemy of Mario. His aesthetics seems to be inspired by horror 

movies: His mask draws associations to movie characters such as Jason from Friday the 13th, 

Leatherface from the Texas Chainsaw Massacre or the mask from the Scream-movies. His 

animation and sound design, - including his kid-like size - possibly softens up the otherwise 

Figure 3. The character ‘Toad’ 
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threatening appearance. As the player choose him in the character select screen of Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe, he jumps up quickly as if he was startled. He then frantically waves his arms and feet 

before falling down in the seat of his vehicle, with arms wide open. In addition, he is one of the few 

characters with various colored suits, and the pink suit with purple boots does seldom signify a 

serial killer. Many of the characters in the Mario universe are made accessible for children with a 

simple formula - by turning men into boys, and by adding flaws. The villager-characters from 

Animal Crossing also immediately draws associations to horror movies, as the internet also has 

demonstrated through the creation of the Villager-memes. There is something about the doll-like 

faces that alludes to horror doll-characters like Chucky and Annabelle. The villager memes feature 

pictures of the villager boy, often with his woodcutting axe, with titles such as ‘does this look like 

the face of mercy?’ or ‘If a tree falls in the forest - will anyone hear you scream?’ The game does 

bring along a sort of uneasyness to the characters. The villager boy and the villager girl stay silent 

as you race with them, but they do give off a glittery synth sound when choosing them in the 

character select screen. If it weren’t for their ecstatic and playful attitude in their animations, they 

might’ve been seen different.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Meme of the ‘Villager’ character 
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Sexuality in Mario Kart 

Sexuality in the Mario-universe is presented in a childish and simple manner, and draws similarities 

to folklores: The goal of the hero, Mario, (and also the villain Bowser) is to get the kingdom and the 

princess. We know that they both are interested in having Peach by their side, but the Mario-fans 

gets no information about what this relationship might look like. In a video released by Nintendo, 

Super Mario Odyssey developer Yoshiaki Koizumi, addresses questions from fans, some of them of 

a more sexual nature. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVNYfoFcrZY) A fan asks the 

question: “Can you describe Mario’s relationship with Peach, and now Pauline?” to which he 

answers evasively: "I would appreciate if we could respect the privacy of those three at this time”. 

Jess Joho of Mashable (Joho, 2018) questions whether sexual undertones really are non-existent in 

Super Mario Odyssey: 

 
Pauline can be seen shamelessly flirting with the plumber, distracting him on his quest to rescue the 

princess and even singing him a song entitled "I'll Be Your 1-Up Girl. There's only two possible 

answers for this scandalous behavior: either Mario is a two-timing, lying, cheating bastard 

— or he's in a polyamorous relationship that allows for multiple partners. (Joho, 2018)  

 

The Super Mario games give a strong indication that both Mario and Bowser is romantically 

interested in Peach. In Super Mario Odyssey we also find Bowser forcefully trying marrying Peach. 

Mario crashes the wedding, where Peach clearly seems dissatisfied with the way she’s being 

treated. The game leads up to a climax, where Mario’s consciousness is transferred into Bowser’s, 

and he saves the princess in Bowser’s body as the world is falling apart. Shortly after, when Mario 

and Bowser return to themselves, they both propose to Peach, but Peach turns them both down. 

Sexuality in the Mario-games is something Nintendo seems to shy away from talking about, and 

thus leaving it up to the audience to makes up their own stories. This way, the child-friendly Mario 

franchise supposedly avoids a difficult topic. This does not mean it is non-existent, but it does mean 

that sexuality in Mario games often arises outside of the games themselves, in fan fiction, and social 

media. The Mario games shy away from nudity, but in the Super Mario manga (Japanese comics) 

series however, who ran from 1988-1998, Mario’s genital parts are revealed (Beck, 2017).   

 

One character in the Mario universe seems particularly sexualized in relation to the other characters: 

The mysterious and seemingly more mature than any other, Rosalina. Taller than any other 

character in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, she seems to fit into the kind of «girl next door» stereotype. 

Typing her name into a google search bar quickly reveals sexualized fan art, also potentially 

revealing her as a romantic partner for Mario’s main romantic interest, princess Peach, or as a 
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teenage crush. As we know from Super Mario Odyssey, Peach has no interest in marrying Bowser 

or Mario. As a counterpart to Peach’s lolita-esq femininity, seemingly dependent on Mario rescuing 

her from the evil hands of Bowser time and time again, Rosalina has a more independent outlook, 

with a trusted star companion who she seems to take care of like a mother. Rosalina’s femininity 

seems to be more mature than any other character, with masculine aspects, but not in the sense that 

calling her butch would necessarily be appropriate. Youtube comments on a video that features the 

evolution of Princess Rosalina in Mario sports games reveals that sexuality is indeed a topic when it 

comes to this particular characterxii:  

 

Savag3 Hedset 1 year ago  

I know saying she’s sexy is perverted a bit but when she’s on a bike in mk8 I mean brooo 

you can’t not look  

Katzzama Wacky 1 year ago  

9:29 T H I C C  

Mr Cheemps 1 year ago  

She protecc  

She also attacc  

But most importantly  

She thicc   

(Comments under ‘Evolution of Princess Rosalina in Super Mario Sports Games (2008 

-  2018), Youtube. Accessed 25 April 2020) 

 

Such comments sparks discussions of sexual nature, as to what is it exactly that makes her arguably 

more sexualized than the other characters. The Nintendo wiki fandom-page describes her as the 

motherly, gentle and very beautiful protector of the Luma creaturesxiii.One might question what this 

Figure 5. The character ‘Rosalina’ 
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beauty comes from, and why this does not apply to Princess Peach - who is neither described as 

motherly or beautiful, but as sweet, gentle, graceful, and well manneredxiv. Perhaps this beauty, or 

‘sexyness’ as the youtube-user calls it, is due to the fact that Rosalina is taller, slimmer than the 

other princesses. It could have to do with the fact that Rosalina’s dress reveals a tad more skin, 

showing her collarbone, and also defining her breasts a tad more than the other princesses. Maybe it 

could be her voice (voiced by Mercedes Rose from 2007-2010 and by Kerri Kane from 2010 and 

onwardsxv, that is deeper and more mature than the other light-pitched princesses. Or maybe  

The first comment suggests that sexuality, however subtly presented in the Mario-universe, is 

indeed a topic, but that it is inappropriate, or ‘perverted’. And why is sexuality perverted in the 

Super Mario universe? Is it because Nintendo actively avoids the topic? Is it because sexuality have 

no place in a video game for children, even when played by adults? Is it because questions of 

sexuality with animated characters is perverted? There is no simple answer to these questions. One 

could assume that this is why Nintendo deliberately tries to avoid this topic.  

 

More skill - more masculinity in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe  

Queerness in games are, as previously discussed, not only questions of representations in image and 

sound, but also in gameplay mechanics.  

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe features three different weight classes, and the general trend is that, the lower 

weight a character has, the greater acceleration it has, but on the other hand it makes up for this in 

lower maximum speed. The heaviest characters have the opposite trend. These three weight classes 

each come with their own subcategories, meaning that we have variation in driver’s statistics within 

each category. This is still simplified, as Mario Kart 8 Deluxe actually has 12 different driver’s 

statistics that each determines how the character performs in a given situation, where only five of 

them are visible to the player in the game. To some extent this system can be tampered with, as 

vehicles (including wheels and parachutes) also come with different statistics. This is particularly 

interesting to me, considering that all these elements are gendered as well. It would seem that the 

very heavy characters that have the most top speed are the most threatening or aggressive 

characters, and the same trend seems to go for the vehicles.  

 

In the heavy group we find ten characters, not including the Mii-character, (a player-created avatar). 

Out of all these, only one of them are female. In the heaviest of the ten characters, we have four 

characters with the highest top speed in the game. These four are all male, and seem to be most 

threatening, antagonist characters of the game. First off we have Bowser, already discussed 

previously. The second character in the same weight class, Dry Bowser, a variant of Bowser 

without skin, and a blue flame out of his skeleton-mouth.  
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We have one of his eight children as the third addition, Morton Koopa jr.. Mortons threatening 

aspects seems to be toned down from that of Bowser. If one were to compare his looks to a real 

person, one might say that he looks like a mashup between a grumpy grandfather and a bully from 

elementary school. Big mouth, and a sparse hairgrowth that matches his thin eye-brows. He’s small 

of size and a bit chubby, has a birthmark on his face that resembles Paul Stanley from the band 

KISS and he has some spikiness on his shell and nails. Finally we have the last very heavy 

character, Wario, the Mario-franchise’s anti-hero, and enemy of Mario. Most of his visual features 

are shared with Mario, but where Mario’s traits are more rounded out, such as his nose, his 

mustache, his shoes, chin and ears, Wario’s traits are more pointy, defined and spiky. He also has a 

huge belly and bigger arms than Mario, to demonstrate his strength. He has two outfits, his classic 

yellow, purple and green attire, and a biker-outfit. His biker outfit contains a ripped blue denim vest 

over a tight dark blue fabric, yellow gloves and hat and pink pants with a red belt to round it 

out. While Wario has the same voice actor as Mario, Wario’s voice is darker, raspier, and more in 

line with notions of stereotypical masculinity than Mario. Tadanori Tsukawaki, the design director 

of one of Super Mario’s spinoff games Wario Land: Shake it! (2008) describes Wario as manly, and 

tried to convey this aspect of the character in his decisions:  

 
“He’s so uncool that he ends up being extremely cool. Depending on the game, he can be coarse—

farting and doing stuff like that, but I didn’t want to show that side of him. As much as possible, I 

wanted to show a macho Wario, one who is masculine and tough. I asked the animators to 

emphasize strongly his manly characteristics.” (Nintendo Online Magazine, 2008)   

 

Tsukawaki goes on and explains that Wario is “the kind of guy you could enjoy tossing back a few 

drinks with”, indicating that he caters more to a grown man’s masculinity than that of a boy.  

Nintendo Online Magazine asks Tomoya Tomita, who was in charge of music and sound effects, if 

the music in the game reflected Wario’s character. He answers that he played various Wario games 

and that “(s)ome stages feature[d] cute, girly music, even though the enemies [were] relentless” 

(ibid). Kentaro Sei, in charge of the game’s planning, stated that “I want everyone to see how cool 

Wario is. His behaviour isn’t crude all the time, so I hope even girls will think he’s cool” (ibid).  
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Characters with the most top speed fit the trait of being aggressive, a trait typically linked with 

normative masculinity. Heavier characters grant you more top speed and less acceleration, making 

it a more ‘high risk - high reward’ playing experience. If you want safety, in terms of getting 

quickly back to your top speed if you should be as unfortunate as to drive off- track and into the 

water, you would be better off with a light character. 

 

In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe it’s optional to look at the characters stats, which emphasizes the casual 

element of the game. Players with general console game literacy are often used to trying out every 

button as fast as possible to get an overview of how the game works. This means that people who 

are familiar with games and game culture quickly discover the mechanical aspects of Mario Kart 8 

Deluxe, even when new to the game. For casual players, less literate in game culture, they are 

presented with less information which draws the gaze towards aesthetics and character personality 

more than mechanical aspects of the game.  

 

Another aspect which would be hidden to the casual player is three extra functions that help (or 

even hinder) a beginner player through the race. One of the options is that the game accelerates for 

you even though you’re not pressing the button to start the engine. This would be helpful for 

someone who for a variety of reasons may only capable of using one hand at a time to play the 

game, or even someone who wants one button less to care about. Another function is that the game 

steers your character smoothly on to the racing track if you’re about to drive off bounds, saving you 

from the speed-penalty you’d usually get. The third option is the motion controller, which lets you 

steer by physically swinging the controller left to right instead of using the analog stick. This has to 

my experience been harder to execute than the analog stick for newer players. With these 

Figure 6. Mario’s counterpart -  Wario 
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controllers being automatically turned on as the game boots up, it may give newer players a sense of 

achievement quicker than they would have had with these controllers turned off. For experienced 

players, turning these settings off gives the player a bigger sense of challenge, and thus more 

rewarding. To my own experience, newer players do not usually realize that the computer 

automatically helps them drive better, as they are not familiar with how the game works. Players 

who want a challenge may also pick a character they know how have a low top speed to handicap 

themselves and thereby giving less experienced players an edge.  

 

The Role of Sound in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe  

The game is fully playable without sound, or even with the user’s own music library, although I 

would argue this creates a diminished playing experience. A reasonable comparison to playing 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe without sound, is that of watching a subtitled movie without sound. Though 

fully possible, and often times necessary (e.g. when playing in public spaces without headphones 

available) it takes away critical features from the experience.  

 

One of these features is the emotional connection that is emphasized between the player and the 

character that this player chooses. In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, sounds are often played in such a way 

that they bring a closer connection to the player and their character. In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe this 

happens quite frequently, and that it happens in combination with animations. Whenever you hit an 

opponent with an item, the character Mario, for instance, closes his fist triumphantly as he cheers 

«Yes!» or «Yahoo!». I am using a very specific example here, but the general concept goes for any 

character in the game. The same thing happens when you hit a speed boost, or does any action that 

increases the possibility of you winning the race. Many of the sounds the game uses to reward 

player’s actions are, perhaps ironically, stunningly similar to slot machines. To emphasize this 

association: In most Mario you gain an advantage from picking up digital coins, and this also goes 

for Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. In Mario Kart 8 Deluxe coins make the kart go faster as well as unlocking 

new vehicles and vehicle customizations. Every time a coin is picked up, the player is rewarded 

with a major triad, a golden glow on the screen as well as vibration in the controller. The game 

gives of a If you end up winning the race, the game applauds you, and to continue to use Mario as 

an example - the character would wave triumphantly to the crowd on screen as he would make 

audio-cues that signify victory. A victory fanfare plays before the score board shows up on screen, 

declaring a sound similar to coins dropping in a one-armed bandit as the points fly up on screen. At 

the same time as the game rewards certain actions, it also has elements that increase the frustration 

the player feels when not succeeding, or falling behind. In a sort of an Ivan Pavlov-esc way, the 

game teaches the player how to play through dopamine-triggers, and just as it rewards wanted 
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action it punishes unwanted action. A different melody than the victory fanfare plays after the race 

when losing, and the character is audibly and visibly dissatisfied. The same goes for being hit by 

items that slow you down, or falling off the race tracks. The game uses sound and vision in a way to 

teach the player about the game’s various goals in a way that’s similar to teaching with carrots and 

sticks. 

 

The sound of Mario Kart are also designed in such a way that they draw attention from nearby, 

possible players, much like the Arcade-games of old. Of course, one could argue that this also 

relates to the modern life in a spectacle of notifications from smart phones and social media, 

demanding your attention. Mario Kart 8 Deluxe has a soundscape that is easily recognizable, and 

players familiar with the game would instantly recognize through audio alone. The sounds are not 

necessarily always pleasant, but they draw attention. It can also alienate players though - At my 

current workplace at a youth club, there’s a Nintendo 64 with Mario Kart and a sign next to it that 

says ‘keep the volume down - we know it’s cute but it’s annoying!’  

 

In the analysis section this thesis also argues that the music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe plays a large 

role in setting the mood for the racing courses as well as the game, and that it conveys notions of 

gender. But before we get into that, we first need to know about the traditions of Mario music.  

 

The music of Mario  

A fitting description to the music associated with the Mario-games would be ‘fun music’, music that 

reflects the characteristics of Nintendos mascot. Somehow, in every release, main composer Koji 

Kondo and fellow Nintendo composers manages to create enjoyable tunes that conveys a sort of 

childlike curiosity, an urge to explore and the joy that comes with competition. It sets the mood for 

everything from the dangerous lava-filled dungeons associated with the antagonist Bowser, or the 

bright spring-themed meadows associated with the starting points of several Mario games. The 

music gives off a sense of ‘floatyness’ as you defy the laws of gravity, flying through or jumping on 

top of clouds, or as you run across planets in outer space. Youtube-user 8-bit Musicxvi explains that 

“the development team of Super Mario 64 famously worked only on fine-tuning Mario’s movement 

on a simple grid at first, making sure it just felt good to make him run and jump around before 

starting to work on any of the levels”. This sort of attitude seems to go along with the music as well, 

as it stands perfectly well on its own. The Mario-theme from the original NES game that was 

released in 1985 is likely the most famous tune ever created in video game history. 8-bit Music 

Theory, along with another video released a few months earlier by Youtube-user Scruffy explains 

how Mario music is composed to make it catchy and fun to listen to.xvii 8 Bit-Music Theory explains 
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that Mario music draws heavy inspiration from the jazz-genre, and Scruffy explains that “the music 

of Mario alone can evoke the idea of Mario, in fact the melody alone can do it”. Two important 

composing traditions are linked to the Mario music. Mario, like many video games, draws 

inspiration to the classical music of 19th Century Germany through the use of Leitmotifs, which 

Richard Wagner popularized. Leitmotifs, previously touched upon in the theory section, are used in 

video games to create associations between musical gestures and characters or ideas. The use of 

cadences can be linked to both the classical school as well as the tin pan alley-traditions of standard 

jazz. Koji Kondo and the Mario franchise plays with the familiar in unexpected ways. The vast 

majority of Mario songs are in the familiar 4/4 time-signature, similar to most of popular music. 

Most of them have a simple form with two different sections, an A-section and a B-section. They 

are both created accessible to listeners with little to no knowledge of music theory, and yet 

interesting enough for the experienced listener. 8-bit Music Theory argue that “most Mario music 

starts off with a unison hook to draw the listener in”. As quite often Mario games present this 

unison hook without anything else to distract the listener, it helps to keep the main melodic idea 

memorable. The music of the franchise is often modal (using melody notes and chord notes which 

belong to a diatonic scale), with strong melodies and predictable chord progressions, with a few 

surprises sprinkled in occasionally. The melodies often use basic notes from the basic triads that the 

chords underline, in other words the root note, the 3rd and the 5th, which 8-bit Music Theory argues 

are “the easiest to hear and the easiest to sing over that chord”. The channel emphasizes the 

accessibility aspect for less musically experienced listeners. Aside from the accessibility of the 

Mario music, I’ve already mentioned in the theory section how the video game music of the NES 

console had certain limitations which led forced composers to use repetitive phrases in their music 

as a way of battling storage capacities. The Mario music is no different, but it uses certain 

techniques to keep the listener interested through endless repetitions. The music often uses 

chromaticism, borrowing notes outside of the scales, using what some would call ‘wrong notes’ and 

musically being a half step away from a ‘right’ tone. The Mario music uses a technique called 

modal interchange, temporarily borrowing notes from the parallel key with the same tonic. 

Examples of this could be a bVI, a bVII or a bVI chord. In Mario music, the case is often borrowing 

notes from the parallel minor key when the home is in a major key. 8-bit Music Theory notes that 

this “generally will make music sound darker, since you’re borrowing chords from the minor key”, 

but that the music of Mario combats this by resolving the minors into the major key straight away. 

A different use of chromaticism is introduced through secondary dominants, which 8-bit Music 

Theory says fulfills the same purpose “in a much brighter way”. Secondary dominants happen when 

a composer decides to «throw in» a chord with its own dominant chord (e.g. a G7 to a C or a Cm), 

even if the G7 would technically be a chord outside of the scale. Dominant chords function by 
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creating musical tension, and the tonic then releases this tension. An offshoot of this technique is 

the passing diminished chords. 8-bit Music Theory explains the technique the following way: “If 

you take a note, approach it by a semi-tone and then create a build a diminished chord off of that 

note [minor 3rd intervals stacked on top of the root note] you get a diminished chord”. It can be 

used to connect to chords that are a whole step away, such as throwing in a G#ᵒ7 between a G and 

Am, to create a sense of tension building up to the Am which then releases it. Another way the 

music introduces chromaticism is through chromatic approach tones, a staple of many jazz solos 

and melodies alike. They are melody-notes that are not in the key of the melody, but quickly resolve 

up or down to a note that is in the key. Emphasizing a ‘wrong’ note creates a lot of tension, but as 

the notes aren’t really emphasized, it rather blends into the entire musical phrase, and sparks 

interest. The passing chromatic notes happen on the weak-beats, or the off-beats, and are thus less 

emphasized than the ‘correct’ and resolving notes.  

 

8-bit Music Theory admits that there is a striking resemblance to the musical style of the Mario 

universe and the music of the New Orleans Second Line music. The music of Mario undoubtedly 

draws heavy inspiration from several jazz-genres in their music, and 8-bit Music Theory argues that 

this is largely done by the game music’s use of rhythmic syncopation. In short this is the emphasis 

on the up-beat rather than the down beat, giving it a playful, interesting and exciting vibe. In the 

words of the Youtube-channel: “It makes the music bounce”. It makes the music groove, it makes 

the music feel good on an instinctive level. Secondary dominants and chromatic approach tones are 

both staples of the big jazz-umbrella. 8-bit Music Theory argues that there’s a couple other traits 

that link the sound of Mario to the Tin Pan Alley era: "The use of augmented V chords, moving to 

the IV chord on the bridge” (or in Mario - the B-section) and “the III V I VI-progression”. As of 

Super Mario 3D world (2013), the Mario franchise has introduced live recordings of big-bands, also 

a staple characteristic of both Mario Kart 8 Deluxe and Super Mario Odyssey (2017). 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS AND READINGS 

 

Overview 

The analysis section consists of five case studies. The first deals with the game’s introduction, how 

the game is presented to new and returning players, and sets the tone for the game. The second 

analysis deals with both the characters select screen and the vehicle select screen, and how this 

opens up possibilities for queer readings of the characters. The last three case studies are case 

studies of three racing courses from Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, and the first one additionally analyses the 

standard course intro fanfare. The last three case studies are presented in the following order: 

Course intro & Mario Kart Stadium, Bowser’s Castle and Toad’s Harbor. 

 

Game Introduction  

As the game boots up the player finds herself looking at the Mario Kart 8 Deluxe logo, with a black 

background. The arguably futuristic kart-racing styled font of MARIOKART blend nicely in with 

the four-colored neon-lighting of the Deluxe-font underneath. The 8 is shaped like a racing track, 

with the blue and the pink color meeting at the middle of the track. Suddenly a sunflare hits the 

screen, revealing that the logo is actually part of a racing flag, waving in the wind, and racing kart’s 

engines are revving in the distance, overtaken by the ecstatic cheers of thousands. The flag then 

zooms in towards the player. It fades through a blue glow, revealing the start-up screen of the game 

as Mario’s voice actor Charles Martinet shouts ‘Mario Kaaaart Eight!’ in classic Mario-fashion. 

Full of excitement, joy, happiness, fun and courage. Like a master of ceremonies, Mario’s call is 

answered by a live-recorded big band, with horns, percussion and bass playing sharp accentuations 

over a Em9 chord. The horns then leave space for the drums keeping the beat to what sounds like a 

highly virtuous slap-bass solo. As the bass slides up to a F minor 7 chord, the horns re-enter, 

swelling in. Six of the playable characters are racing sky-high on the floating ‘Rainbow Road’ 

course from the game. Bursting fireworks match the colors of the logo. The players’ attention is led 

to lit tiles forming a racing track in all the colors of the rainbow, as the course would suggest. The 

dark blue color of the sea underneath and the island city next to it tells the story of a celebratory 

evening race. Nintendo’s mascot is leading the race, closely followed by princess Peach and Bowser 

right behind. Almost half a race behind we find three characters from the Nintendo Universe, Link, 

from the Legend of Zelda-series, Inkling girl from the Splatoon-series and Isabelle from the Animal 

Crossing series. It would seem to the player that Nintendo has taken notes of the sign of the times 

and showcase equal gender representation in the opening segment of the game. Characters are 

racing with their wheels sideways, in what the game calls ‘anti-gravity mode’, showcasing the 

evolution of the series. Mario is racing in a customized version of the standard kart, matching his 
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blue and red outfit. Peach, in a similar fashion, is racing in a pink and gold bike, matching her all-

pink sports outfit. Bowser, dressed sparsely with spiked collars, is driving the standard ATV. 

Inkling seems to be driving her Splatoon-themed Splat Buggy ATV, Link is driving his master 

Cycle while Isabelle is in an Animal-Crossing themed standard kart. Two of the characters are 

holding dangerous items, and perhaps it is interesting that both of these characters are female: 

Princess Peach with a bob-omb, and Inkling Girl with her green shell. Both items work like bombs, 

but the bomb-shaped bob-omb item leaves a big explosion on impact and punish the racers hit 

harder than the green shell, presenting Peach as the greater danger. Bowser, Link and Isabella are 

the only ones with both hands committed to steering the kart or bike, the other characters seem to be 

confident enough to participate in this race with only one hand on the steering wheel. Perhaps it is a 

sense of virtuosity in play here. All the racers seem confident in their own way. Bowser seems to 

display more a sense of danger than playfulness, with his red eyes, spikes, size and sharp teeth as 

opposed to the other characters.  

     

Instructions fade into the screen, and the player is then urged to press two buttons on the controller 

to start. A bubble is blown until it pops as the player follows the instructions. A reward comes 

along: The sound of a G/D major arpeggio moving upwards with a dreamy chime sound, ending on 

a high D. The use of arpeggios in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe brings along a sense of nostalgia. A 

nostalgia to the time when video game composers for the first Nintendo console used arpeggios as a 

Figure 7: The Main menu screen in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 
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way of overcoming the hardware limitations. When polyphony meant one less mono channel 

available, composers used fast arpeggios to simulate polyphonic chords, which later has been a 

staple in the video-game inspired chiptune-genre.  

 

After the arpeggio, right as the player gets a glimpse of the menu screen, a grey pop up window 

shows. As this is not the first time this particular player has played the game, the player is told ‘You 

have collected 60 coins. A new vehicle customization option has been unlocked!’ A similar G/D 

major arpeggio plays again as the player agrees through a button press, though ending on a high G. 

Four features show up on the menu screen. Single player, Multiplayer (1-4), Online Play (1-2 local) 

and Wireless Play. On the very bottom there are five other functions. We have interaction with 

Amiibo’s small plastic figures which can be read by the controller and then converted into custom 

racing outfits, for one. The game features interaction with Nintendo Labo, Nintendo’s various 

cardboard controller extensions, as well. The player can see driver statistics and various records in 

the ‘Play Stats’, as well as saved replays from the ‘Mario Kart TV’ function. Lastly, there is an 

‘info’-button, going over all the driving techniques, the items and the battle-mode, and serves as a 

tutorial for players. As the player presses the ‘single player mode’, the chime-sounding D major 

arpeggio now starts on the third, adds a 9th and goes up three octaves as opposed to the one we’ve 

heard twice by now. The screen fades to white, as a new menu screen is shown.   

 

Single Player Menu, Character and Vehicle selection screen 

A tom-fill on drums guide the player into the single player menu screen, which is almost similar to 

the multiplayer-menu screen, but with an added option - Time Trials. The same menu music is used 

for both the single-player and the multiplayer-menu screens. The music is simple, repetetive and 

plays around a F/C major chord for the entire duration of the theme. It is a 16 bar loop following an 

AABB form, where sections are repeated almost exactly the same, but with added transitional notes 

every second repetition. The filtered, synthesized bass is bouncy, syncopated and plays short notes. 

It sounds quirky, playful and almost ironic, like the bass does not take itself seriously. The bass 

functions as a second melody that plays around the C root note. The synthesized and filtered 

melody is harmonized in two voices, emphasizing the root note and the 4th in the A section. The 

major third of the F/C chord sneaks in occasionally, but are de-emphasized and does not leave us 

with a sense of resolution. A virtuous, soft, falling piano-arpeggio transitions the player into the B-

section. In the B section the synthesized melody plays syncopated chords emphasizing the interval 

between the 4th and the 5th, and creating some ambiguity as to whether we hear a C major 7 chord 

or a Fsus4 chord. The menu-theme never feels properly resolved, and uses syncopation and short 

notes to add a sort of bouncy, light feel in this never-ending tension. The piano plays light, 
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emulating what Mario-players know as the ‘coin’ sound. The melody is easy to pick up and sing 

along to, and seems to be in line with repetitive Mario compositions of old. While Mario Kart 8 

Delxue presented us with an incredible live big-band theme in the beginning of this game, it seems 

that they have not forgotten their legacy and where they came from. The menu-screen music 

continues throughout all the menu screens into the course select screen, where extra musical 

elements are added to increase the intensity.  

 

Visually we see edited video clips of various racers showcasing the gameplay of the various game 

modes. A light blue Mario Kart flag is the backdrop of everything, with glitter that could both be 

interpreted as stardust or tv noise from the Mario Kart-TV. 

After a button press on the Grand Prix -the furthest up on the screen - indicating that this is the main 

mode of play, we are taking into another menu. This menu is similar, and lets the player choose 

how fast he or she would like the kart to go. Everything from the 50cc option ‘Low-speed fun for 

everyone’ at the very top, targeting the casual gamers, to the 200cc option, luring in experienced 

gamers with all caps: ’CRAZY FAST! Braking is crucial’.  

 

As the player picks either speed option, he or she is brought into the character select screen. The 

game automatically hovers over Mario at the top left of the screen. A square fits icons of all the 42 

Figure 8. Single player menu screen 
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characters, showing their head. The characters have various expressions on their face, and the icons 

does not necessarily match the animations that are shown when player hovers over an icon. The 

character icons are in total filled with bright and strong colors. Icon-wise, the characters Mario, 

Tanooki-Mario, Lakitu and Link looks particularly determined. The princesses look puzzled and 

gentle, and the five baby characters look puzzled as well. The baby princesses have pacifiers, while 

baby Mario and Baby Luigi do not. The mischievous ghost ‘Boo’ has his long tongue sticking out 

under his sharp teeth, and his icon shows the entirety of his character. ‘Yoshi’, the friendly-looking 

dinosaur is smiling with his mouth open, and so is Donkey Kong, although his smile seems more 

puzzled, like he has no idea what’s going on. Mario’s counterpart Wario has a confident, perhaps 

macho grin, showing his teeth. Luigi’s counterpart ‘Waluigi’ has a more grumpy look to him, 

looking to the side. Bowser has a similar outlook to Wario, with a slightly raised head showing his 

confidence, while Dry Bowser seems scary and unfriendly. The koopalings expressions vary from 

happy to cocky, puzzled and dissatisfied looks. The Villagers have a smile, but their doll-like 

appearance makes the smile feel dishonest. The splatoon-characters seem cocky, and other 

characters in the screen seem either friendly, happy or puzzled. As you hover over the characters, 

however, they all seem determined in various ways. This is also where we see the difference in size 

of the characters. On the top row all characters have a similar size with the exception of princess 

Rosalina, who is a tad larger than everyone. This increase in size indicates that she is indeed more 

of an adult than any other character in the screen. The characters on the second row are mostly  

smaller than the characters of the top row, with the exception of Yoshi, who is similarly sized to  

Mario, and Boo, who is larger. The experienced player would know that the size of their vehicle 

represents their weight class, and in turn their driver statistics. Vehicle size aside, Bowser and Dry 

Figure 9. Character select screen 
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Bowser are by far out-sizing the other characters, and give off a particular sense of power and 

strength.  

 

After the player has selected their character, he or she is brought into the vehicle select screen. 

Three different options of customization are presented to the player in a one-armed bandit styled 

way, with three rows shown over white racing tires. The player can choose vehicles, wheels and 

parachutes. Some cars cater to notions of stereotypical masculinity, such as Mercedes ‘GLA’ 

model, but that is among the few examples of vehicles that actually look like a proper car. Most of 

the vehicles are quirky and creative, and seems more like cars young children would play with. I 

feel inclined to present the reader with some examples of this. The player may choose the landship, 

which is a small boat inspired by cartoony pirate-ships, or the prancer, a vehicle with carousel-like 

horses. The player can choose the all light-pink cat cruiser with a cat tail on the back, or the dark 

blue teddy buggy, which looks like stuffed teddy bear. Since this is a kart racing game, a bunch of 

vehicles are also in line with kart-racing. When choosing wheels, the player can choose wheels that 

resembles shirt buttons, or proper wheels, often futuristic. The parachutes are a quirkyaddition in 

itself, and ranges from paper airplanes to flowers, to pink parasols and everything in between.  

The intersection between character selection and vehicle selection is argued as a space that might 

open up for queer readings of the characters in the Mario Kart universe. The player has several 

possibilities in altering the vehicle, which also alters the impression the character gives off in the 

race. One example could be that the player chooses a masculine character like Dry Bowser, and 

places him in the cat cruiser, perhaps with futuristic metal wheels and a peach parasol. In the same 

manner, you could place the seemingly hyper-feminine Cat Peach in the Mercedes GLA, or even 

Figure 10. Vehicle select screen 
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the Bowser-themed ‘Bone Rattler’. 

 

After the vehicles have been selected, the player is taken into the course selection screen. The music 

intensifies by adding a fast drum&bass-inspired drum groove, and the bass has an added wetness to 

it that drags out the otherwise short and snappy notes. The player has been presented with tension 

for a long time during the menu screens, and though not necessarily conscious about the fact that 

the music just ramped up the tension even more, it certainly creates excitement about what is about 

to unfold. Twelve different icons wave back and forth like gold medals on the top of the screen, and 

the bottom of the screen reveals a screenshot of the racing courses’ various moods. After a player 

has selected one of the icons, the background is blurred out as the player is presented with a 

question: Start Grand Prix?  The player agrees through a button press. ‘OK’.  

 

Course intro Analysis & Mario Kart Stadium 

A huge statue of a confident Mario in his customized standard kart lets us immediately know who’s 

turf we’re on today. This is reinforced with the pink glowing font below with the name of the 

stadium. A triumphant swinged orchestral rock-fanfare builds suspense, perhaps ironically through 

the use of suspended chords. The mix sounds clean and modern. Through the audiovisual 

impression, the player cannot fail to realize the importance and size of this race. Listening to the 

crowd background it seems Nintendo fulfilled the ambitions Atari’s founder Nolan Bushnell had for 

their 1972 sports-game ‘Pong’: (…) the roar of a crowd of thousands—the approving roar of 

cheering people when you made a point. (Collins on Kent, 2008). The root notes from the bass 

Figure 11. Course select screen 
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moves step wise with half notes from Eb - F - Gb, before landing on Ab and playing a short fill the 

octave above. The strings accentuate the root and the minor third with quarter note spicatto for one 

and a half measure, before breaking up into shorter notes. The strings disappear into the air as 

punctured eight notes melt with a short 16th chromatic triplet-run. The heavy hitting drums 

accentuate work together with the root notes, and strike toms and cymbals with authority. 

Reminiscent of heavy metal guitar solos, the real star of the show is the distorted lead guitar. A 

rising melody is played carefully coordinated with the rest of the band. Right before the guitar hits 

it’s highest note, the strings build anticipation through three distinct eight note triplets. They all 

come together in the end for a powerful Gb/Ab chord. The guitar lands on the F - coloring the chord 

with a major 7th. A synth emulating what could be the sound of stars glittering end the course intro, 

and as the band quickly fades the melody resolves subtle bell-like Ab note. The glittering stars, and 

the final note points to the startup-melody of the Nintendo handheld-console Gameboy Advance. 

This association might perhaps be not too far-fetched considering that the game features a course 

from the GBA version of Mario Kart: GBA Mario Circuit. One could argue that the male virtuosity, 

the power in the hard hitting drums and the dirty guitar works in binary opposition, and completely 

overtakes the clean, feminine strings. Robert Walser (1993) notes that distorted electric guitars are 

often associated with men, as the violin seats of an orchestra often seem to claim more women than 

men. Thus, this triumphant fanfare reinforces male hegemony and keeps dominant power structures 

in place. But is it the lead guitar and the drums who showcase the power and the virtuosity of the 

fanfare here? Perhaps the fairy-like star sound sprinkled as a resolution towards the end put the 

dangerous lead guitar and drums in their place, as if she has the final word. One could argue that the 

tension, and the sense of building up to something grand is highly attributable to how the orchestra 

works together, as a team with the same purpose. Everyone queers in their own way, playing to 

their strengths to fill out the whole frequency spectrum. One could also argue how suggestive of 

maleness and masculinity the drums, electric guitar and electric bass actually are. The drums, which 

in these times seem to strive for a punchier a sound with each pop recording that releases, feel quite 

harmless and actually sound thin in comparison. Where many recordings nowadays use samples for 

drums and layer every bass track with it’s personal sub-bass component, the Mario Kart composers 

have decided to leave the emphasis of the frequency spectrum more on the mid - to high end, in this 

case suggesting a queering of the frequency spectrum. The electric bass and the drums are far from 

being as powerful as they could be, at the same time as they sound natural, unprocessed, unsullied 

by the technicalities that often are associated with male superiority in music. The phrases most 

technically demanding to play even belong to the violins, and not the guitar, but the guitar gets its 

piece of the cake through loudness and presence in the mix. The result of these compository and 
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mix-related decisions is a piece of music that playfully bullies with gender expectations, leaving the 

door open for anyone to enter into this musical landscape.  

 

Three different camera-shots introduces the player to the stadium as the fanfare plays. The first 

drone-shot pans diagonally from bird-perspective to frog, leaving a sense of awe to this grandiose 

building. The camera floats right at the top edge of the stadium, revealing a packed audience, a 

racing track that goes against gravity, floating up to the sky. The fireworks burst loudly, and tall 

buildings as well as blue spotlights lit up the mysterious and gloomy dark sky. Perhaps the 

fireworks indicate that the arrangers of this Mario-related race have money to blow up, reinforcing 

the wealth shown in several other aspects of the introduction. As Brannon and Kimmel A helicopter 

floating nearby several night-lit skyscrapers could be a sign that the camera we’re seeing through is 

a secondary helicopter, covering this clearly expensive event. The stadium seems to be sponsored 

by villainous companies, such as Bowser Oil, Lemmy’s Tire Service and Bullet Bill Speed Trial, in 

addition to ‘Golden Wheel’. Several Toad-like characters have commentator-responsibility right 

below the statue of Mario Kart, which fit the role Toad has in other games from the Mario-universe. 

The golden emblem of the mushroom cup, along with a standard white font at the bottom of the 

screen, fade in. The second camera shot zooms in from the audience perspective towards the second 

u-turn of the track, with the audience right above. As we see them closer, their chants and cheers 

increase in volume. Today’s race is sold out, and a simple animation shows the entire audience 

jumping in enthusiasm. There are banners are hanging from the ceiling as well as in the audience’ 

seats, TV’s all around the racing track shows us that we are on live-TV. Sun-colored arrows 

forewarn the experienced player that we have speed boosts at the very edge of the turn.  

Figure 12. Mario Kart Stadium course intro 
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The final shot zooms out from a close up of the 12 different racers right behind the starting line, 

consisting of black and white squares diagonally paired. Several depots are right next to the starting 

line, but only have small teams of one to two-Toads who seem preoccupied with cheering the racers 

on. Right above the finish line we have a huge industrial-looking sign, showing sponsors of the 

race, as well as a sign that says ‘Welcome’ and the Mario Kart font right below. New sponsors are 

revealed, such as the seemingly villainous Fuzzy Battery and the perhaps less villainous Mario 

Motors. The final turn of the race are shown behind the racers, with the Mario Kart font in large red 

letters right above the tracks’ safety walls. A faint, dark sound of engines revving sneak in to the 

sound landscape. Brightly colored confetti floats through the air as the fanfare ends, and all we are 

left with are the jubilant audience. The screen then fades to white.  

 

As the screen fades back in, the player sees a close up of their chosen character, and the camera 

behind reveals that MKTV also captures this moment. A short synthesized brass-jingle in plays over 

a I - IV chord progression, ending unresolved, building tension. Horns are again used, which seems 

The jingle has a syncopated, fast paced and cheerful feel, and is played over a Bb mixolydian scale. 

The engines revving increase in volume. A font exlaiming ‘1st Race’ pops up on the bottom of the 

screen, as the camera pans from the front to behind the player. Lakitu, which also happens to be a 

playable character, float into the shot, landing close above the player on a smiling cloud. Lakitu has 

a headset with a lavaliere mic attached to it, which indicates he’s part of the production team of this 

race. Traffic lights attached to Lakitu’s fishing rod count the race down as Lakitu also uses hand 

gestures in combination with the lighs. As he counts down from three to zero, big letters appear on 

the middle of the screen, making the player aware that the race is about to begin. An organ-like 

sound plays three A-notes before landing on the octave above as the instructive ‘GO!’ appears on 

the middle of the screen.  
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The kart-race begins in a flash, and the player gets a fiery speed boost right from the start, amplified 

visually with speed lines all across the screen and confetti flying over the racers. The player’s 

character Baby Mario is clearly satisfied with his start, and shouts a triumphant and childish 

‘Yahoo!’. A moment after, the course theme starts playing with a 1 beat upbeat leading into two 

bars with a drum fill combined with horns and strings in close synchrony. After the intro, the song 

has a simple AABB form, looping over 32 bars. The A section feels familiar, it feels at home, 

perhaps because of the fact that the melody starts out in a C major scale. Following the tonic, the 

melody moves upwards to Eb major, then ending in a VI-V progression leading back to the tonic. 

This gives us a clear cadence, as musically expected as it is satisfying to the listener.  

The soundtrack for Mario Kart Stadium seems to follow the traditions of game-sound, and a proven 

success-recipe for their previous games. The catchy lead melody is predictable, easy to catch onto 

and sing along with as the player speeds across the racing track. The various melodies are 

characterized by phrases repeating themselves with small variations. The A-section has a horn-

melody with three different phrases in a ABAC pattern, alternating every second bar, and whereas 

the A phrase is questioning, the B and C phrases are answering. After 8 bars the pattern repeats 

itself, but this time with more strength and intensity. More instruments double the existing melody, 

such as synth pads, dragging out the staccato feel. The lead melody is played triumphantly on alto-

sax, trumpet and trombone. The cheesy, swinged-big band feel of the arrangement makes it hard not 

to smile. The high tempo and the modern, groovy feel of it might make the player move their body 

along the racing turns with their controller. The theme of Mario Kart Stadium is energetic, tight 

with an upbeat funk-feel to it. The crystal clear and crisp mix understates the professionalism 

Figure 13. The kart-race begins at Mario Kart Stadium 
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associated with the game. The song does justice to what someone might say Nintendo does best - 

make really fun games. The theme of Mario Kart Stadium is fairly loudly mixed in conjunction with 

all the various sound effects that blend together with it. As in many games, the composer cannot 

know exactly when these audio effects enter, but Nintendo does a couple of neat tricks to have some 

control of it. The sound of kart-engines, turbo-boosts and the audience are present from the start of 

the race. After the intro section of the race, the first objective the racer could choose to accomplish 

is to pick up a coin. The creators of the track have cleverly placed the coins in such a way that they 

are picked up right as the intro finishes up and the A-section of the melody plays. The first two 

coins have arpeggios with notes from C major, and a rewarding function similar to that of the one-

armed bandit. The coin sound indicates that this is something valuable to pick up, amplified by 

several visual inputs, such as the coin counter at the bottom left of the screen, and a soft golden 

glow around the racer. The experienced racer also knows that picking up coins lets your car drive a 

bit faster, giving you an advantage over the opponents. This player is clearly an experienced driver, 

using advanced tactics such as drifting along the turns to get speed boosts. The three levels of 

speed-boosts are shown through colored flashes surrounding the wheels, and sounds like matches 

being lit, sparking the various colors. The first is a blue flash, followed by a sun-colored flash, and 

finally a purple flash, amplified with the sound of static electricity. Right after Baby Mario picks up 

valuable coins he drives straight through a mysterious item-box, with all the colors of the rainbow 

flashing toward the screen. A quick filtered slide initiates the wet and dreamy C major arpeggio, 

looping itself several times. On the top left corner an icon rolls, similar to that of the one-armed 

bandit, waiting in suspense for what sort of prize the player got. The arpeggio stops with a dry, high 

pitched and wood-like timbre as a dangerous red shell is revealed. The player’s character Baby 

Mario lets out a mischievous ‘wah!’ as he throws it ahead of himself, and the shell homes in on the 

player right ahead of him. The shell lets out a synthetic alarm-sound as it spins, a sound effect with 

quick vibrato and no clear pitch. The sound effect and the rapid spinning of the shell gives it a 

dangerous and chaotic feel to it, and in many ways feels similar to a boomerang thrown at full force. 

The player then proceeds to race onto a special orange-glowing tile, giving him or her another speed 

boosts. Right after finishing the first turn of the track, packed with speed boosts, stars fly between 

the characters Baby Mario and Morton as they bump into each other. Without much warning, Baby 

Mario is then sent flying, spinning around a green shell smashes against the player and then against 

the screen, leaving green pieces and coins in a rubble next to the poor driver. A punishing 

descending coin arpeggio is played as the baby frantically waves his arms in confusion as to what 

just happened. By the first 15 seconds, the player has already had 6 speed boosts and a devastating 

speed loss, and the upbeat theme playing in the background reminds the player that speed is the 

name of the game. Speed is constantly rewarded, just as losing speed is punished audiovisually.  
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Acts of rewarding in Mario Kart are very similar to slot machines, social media and modern phones, 

constantly feeding you small shots of dopamine, and sound plays a major role in achieving this.  

The music inspires the player to keep driving, and the wheels turn sideways as he or she approaches 

the anti-gravity section. The player picks up another item box, showing bananas in the top left, 

which is left behind on the racing track. An audio cue tells the player that another player has been 

hit with the trap he or she just left behind. The player drives on a track that is almost 90 degrees up, 

and fireworks burst loudly when the B-section starts playing, and changes the mood. In Mario 

tradition, the chord moves up to the IV, and the bass plays a more melodic role in this section, with 

longer notes and higher in register. The piano sounds enchanting, and the whole track has a more 

epic orchestral feel to it. After driving on a track that feels like racing up a straight wall, the player 

speeds on to a jump, drawing similarities to ski-jumping. Flutes blossom lightly in the music to 

amplify the fact that the player is now flying in the air, floating through a group of coins to land 

safely back at the racing track. The audience’s cheers become louder as the player approaches the 

track for round two. The player’s character laughs cheekily as a result of the successful speed boost 

right before the second lap. Just as the second lap starts, a distorted, and epic guitar solo plays over 

the B-section, which has now turned from an orchestral section to a more jazz-rock fusion section, 

and the bass guitar is back to playing short chord notes. A melodic bass fill plays right before the 

gravity-section starts over again at the second lap, and sharp strings accentuate the pulse before a 

chromatic motions and a drum fill lead us right back to the beginning of the A-section again. The 

music seemingly loops indefinately until the player hits the third lap, where the music gets 

interrupted by a stab - a syncopated chromatic motion in synths from B to C# initiates a modulated 

version of the Mario Kart Stadium theme. This is something Mario Kart 8 Deluxe does in every 

racing course once the player hits the third lap - turns up the heat by modulates the theme by a half 

step and spiking it up in tempo up til the point where it almost feels chaotic. The music, apart from 

being faster and modulated, is exactly the same as the previous two laps, but with added intensity. 

But then the player gets hit by a lightning, altering the music altogether. An LFO vibrato filter over 

the theme makes it sound like the music itself is teasing you. Every instrument is bending notes 

back and forth and while still resemblant of the theme the player has been hearing up until this 

point, it is hard to take the music serious. The absurdity of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is reflected in the 

music. The fact that all racers, and among them, a baby plumber, were just hit with a lightning bolt 

that turned them into smaller characters is kind of silly after all. It almost feels like the vibrato filter 

is teasing the player in a similar way as when children stick their tongue out.  

A couple of moments later, the player has already hit the finish line - first place. A falling sine-

wave, similar to that of an alarm initiates a syncopated victory fanfare, with stepwards and 
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chromatic motions upwards from a D# to the octave above. Fast drum fills play to accentuate the 

chord notes, who also functions as a melody. It sounds triumphant, victorious, but also bouncy and 

light. The fanfare, much like many Mario melodies, fakes us out, and gives us a major 6 right after 

the minor third and minor 6th, perhaps indicating that this melody’s seriousness isn’t so serious 

after all. It’s all fun and games, and the fanfare solidifies this idea by leading us into a playful and 

jazzy section afterwards that would fit just as much in a silly elevator. A tight and bouncy drum-

grooves play together with short synthesized bass notes that reminds of the funky FM-bass sounds 

of the 16-bit-era, or a sound from the famous Yamaha DX7 synth. An organ plays cheekily over 

modulating V-I progressions, and a piano plays in a playful fashion. A synth emulating a guitar 

with a wah-wah pedal spices this funky environment up along with another guitar-sound playing 

slow arpeggiated chords over it. It sounds cheesy and playful and fits like a hand in a glove in the 

Mario-universe.    

 

Bowser’s Castle analysis  

An overtone-squeeling guitar establishes dominance for a moment as heavy hitting drums and a 

second guitarist joins in with a heavy-metal D minor blues-riff. The distorted lead guitar hangs 

stubbornly on the dissonant major 3rd of the D, before dropping down a b5 interval to the 7th of the 

D and back up again. After a quick jab at the vib-arm of the guitar, it effectively filters itself out to 

give the player a moment to catch its breath. The rhythm guitar plays a riff that emphasizes the root, 

the 3rd, the 4th and the b5 of the chord. This is a common usage of tones in heavy metal riff: think 

for instance about the riff from Deep Purple’s ‘smoke on the water’ (1972). The dissonant tritone 

(b5) interval has adopted the name diabolus in musica (Latin for 'the Devil in music’), (Randel, 

2003) and is often used in games to reinforce a sense of evil-ness to the scene.   The way both the 

guitars emphasizes the tritone-interval inspires a sense of unease in the player, we’re definitely not 

in the green meadows where the birds are singing. The intro of the song immediately draws 

associations to virtuous solo-guitarists like Eddie Van Halen and Yngwie Malmsteen.   

In opposition to many of the riffs in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, there is a strong emphasis on the down 

beat, making the riff feel less bouncy and more firmly rooted. As a snare drum fill propells the song 

into the A-section of the song, the entire rock-band comes together: The lead guitar plays a distorted 

melody that further intensifies the b5 interval, and frequently makes use of techniques such as 

‘bending’, ‘sliding’, ’squealing’ and vibrato. The drums keep a steady beat with ride on every beat, 

snare on every 2nd and 4th beat, and makes use of double-pedals, which is often associated with the 

metal genre. The electric bass stick to the bass drum with a deep D, lower than standard tuning for 4 

stringed bass guitars, and uses the transitioning low C at the end of the phrase. As the phrase repeats 

is repeated, brass play the main melody in unison with the lead guitar in, and color the riff in a 
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fashion that draws association to movie-themes associated with espionage. The brass-section gives 

Bowser a sense of class, and more a sense of high-culture than the popular instruments managed to 

do on their own. The b5 interval is further emphasized as the brass slides up from the 4th to the b5. 

One could also argue that the brass gives Bowser a certain amount of ‘sassyness’, blending the 

elements of heavy metal and jazz seamlessly, and thus mixing the high culture of jazz with the 

supposed low-culture of heavy metal. The villain and the accomplished business man, perhaps. The 

brass presents Bowser much like a Bond-villain, and goes well with the aesthetics of Bowser’s 

castle: his narcissism shown through the various stone or fire-replicas of him, and the various 

decorations and breathtaking architecture that demonstrate his wealth. Towards the end of the A 

section the brass lays on long and powerful swells, while the lead guitar spends two entire bars 

surfing on two long notes with vibrato-bends. But instead of following the traditions of Mario Kart 

8 Deluxe and going straight to the B-part before looping, a break comes crashing in and entirely 

changes the rock-solid groove. In a flash we crash into a cacophony of sounds, a chaotic and heavy-

hitting section with drums and bass accentuating another unison phrase between brass and electric 

guitar. The drums throw out fast paced fills between the unison phrases simultaneously as the other 

guitar plays a solo on top. The harmony changes, and plays with the regular 5 belonging to the D 

minor scale, as well as the bluesy and villainous b5, and gives the listener an unexpected twist. 

Bowser is not a simple villain - he has surprises up his sleeve. Or perhaps is it Bowsers’ softer side 

we see here? The Bowser who is racing just like the other characters in the game, in the good spirit 

of friendly competition? The fatherly Bowser? No matter what it could be, the chaos that surrounds 

this play with harmony throws the listener for a spin. And just as the listener starts to realize the 

cunning tricks that has been thrown at hir, the B-section initiates, introducing another unison 

melody that indicates the D dorian scale. This section further shows how Bowser is anything but a 

simple monster, and leans more in the direction of a jazz-rock fusion section than a straight-forward 

heavy metal theme. The brass section both joins the lead guitar in unison, as well as block-

harmonizing the B-section. The drums play similar to the A-section, but plays 8th notes at the ride, 

increasing the tension and drama, leading up to the climax that is yet to come. The second time the 

B-section phrase is repeated the lead guitar starts out a thunderous tapping-segment, solidifying the 

link to virtuoso heavy metal guitarists. A different tail is introduced, with the entire band hitting 

hard and accentuations while the guitar and the flaming drums are indicative of just how fast 

Bowser can speed across the lava. And how fitting that the climax of the song would be at the most 

chaotic section of the song. It is no coincidence that Bowser is one of the characters in the game that 

has the fastest possible top speed - he is most definitely a virtuoso and a risk-taker. Just as the B-

section ends, Bowser fools us yet again. Instead of taking us safely back to the A-section, he gives 

us only half the cookie. Just as the band settles in with the A-section riff, Bowser presents us with 
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an 8 bar guitar solo of solid rock-star caliber, making us wait for the satisfaction of re-hearing the 

main melody of the song. Luckily, though Bowser presents us with a greater amount of chaos than 

any other character, he gives us the peace of familiarity through a full loop after the solo ends.  

 

Bowser’s Castle is usually presented as the final stages in the Mario games, and builds on the old 

fairy-tale of the protagonist rescuing a princess from a dragon-guarded castle. There is not a shadow 

of a doubt that we’re dealing with the villain. The sound of chains and Bowser’s growl introduce us 

to his castle, and opposed to the other courses in the game, this course is not colorful in the 

slightest. The player starts right at the entrance of Bowsers castle, and drives straight over the door, 

with chains attached to it. An emblem shows Bowsers sharp teeth and open mouth, and bright 

glowing lava splashes nearby. Spikes and devil-references are the name of the game in this 

medieval-looking castle built by solid bricks. The player gets a reward as they enter the castle in the 

form of an item box, but are quickly thrown off by dangerous lasers, hitting from both sides. As the 

player dodges, he or she leads the kart over a red carpet to the various majestic statues of Bowser. 

Bowser is presented as a wealthy and powerful leader in his own castle. The driver then has to drift 

carefully through sharp turns to get to a anti-gravity section where the racing tracks are grating, 

with lava visible underneath. As the player defies laws of gravity, driving at full speed upwards, the 

player is then thrown off an edge, barely dodging one of Bowsers dangerous traps, this one being 

rotating balls of fire. The player then navigates over to the next trap in the castle, a spiky ball 

hanging from the ceiling, but fails to avoid it and spins in the air for a moment before the player 

lands. An item is picked up before a sharp turn leads into yet another trap - again, the rotating ball 

Figure 14. Bowser’s Castle course introduction 
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of fire. As the player avoids it, the player eyes a giant flaming Bowser-replica, smashing the ground 

with his fists with such power that the entire racing track of solid metal makes waves. A speed 

boost rewards the player for going through unharmed, and propels the player into a section where 

lava threatens at every side of the track. The player is then thrown flying out of the castle, over 

bursts of lava threatening to melt the player, but gets through without harm. But just when Bowser’s 

castle is escaped, Bowser has a final trap to surprise the player with. Huge rocks roll down the 

rocky hill threaten the player as he or she carefully navigates the final section, before the experience 

is repeated twice. Bowser’s castle oozes masculinity from start to finish, through its danger, spikes, 

and associations to a fiery hell. There is no shortage of wealth or power-demonstrations, and 

Bowser demonstrates that he is indeed the most dangerous, and in turn - the most masculine 

character in the game.  

 

Toad Harbor analysis 

The racing track is set in a strange and cozy seaport. Palm trees, flowers and neatly round-cut, lively 

trees decorate the seaport. Sailing boats surround the island, in the color palette associated with four 

different characters: Pink (Princess Peach), green/blue (Luigi), red/blue/white (Super Mario) and 

yellow/purple (Wario). This color palette is a recurring theme along the whole racing track, ranging 

from neighboorhood houses inhabited with Toads, or tarpaulin-roofs shielding a summer market 

from the bright sun. It feels like a friendly competetive spirit between the four colors, battling for 

space, while simultaneously cooperating to create a exciting racing track. The introductory camera 

shots present the map. The bell of a slow-moving train rings for a moment, and as the camera 

moves us a bit further, we realize that it’s heading down a fairly steep downhill section. The camera 

pans in such a way that it creates a sense of excitement over what it would feel like to ride downhill 

at full speed. This potentially dangerous section is counteracted by the slow-moving trains and the 

houses nearby, which give it more a sense of childish neighbourhood-playfulness more than that of 

extreme sports. The camera shows us the bright blue sky meeting the summerly sea, and a Statue of 

Liberty-esq statue of Peach is in the middle of it. A castle, perhaps Princess Peach’s castle is seen 

next to the houses next to the asphalt, and the next camera shot gives us a look at it from a different 

angle. We see a colorful summer-market nearby, with various café’s surrounding it. The final shot 

takes us to the starting line, and it looks open, refreshing and safe. The whole racing track caters to 

safety. Walls surround the entire track, and the racing tracks are generally wide. Where some extra 

spice and playfulness is introduced to the track, the player always has two options: Either go with 

wider, safer options, such as sticking to the main road and driving along the streets of the market, or 

choose to take the speedboosts to jump on top of a boat, over the water, and ride on top of the 

rooftops of the market. Toad’s genderlessness is reflected in the entire track, from the colors, to the 
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various options in choosing roads, to the castle, or the downhill-section. It is worth to mention that 

the more ‘bouncy’ routes the player can take, the ones that encourages more air-time and speed, is 

rewarded with an advantage over the other players. This underlines the competetive aspect, which  

could be seen as going more in line with the traditional narrative of video-games, catering more to 

notions of stereotypical masculinity. Keeping this in mind, the coins and speedboosts aren’t 

exclusive to the shortcuts, and in a sense the player is rewarded, either with coins or item boxes, no 

matter the road one chooses to drive on.  

         

The theme of Toad’s harbor plays with two various tonal centers, shifting back and forth in such a 

way that it feels playful, yet familiar. The form of the song follows a similar pattern to all songs in 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe: It has a simple ABAB form, with each section consisting of 16 bars. In 

addition to this the song has an upbeat in the form of a drumfill, leading in to a four bar intro over 

an E major chord, which is the tonal center of the song. After the conclusion of the B-part, there is 4 

bar interlude similar to the intro before the song repeats itself. 

 

The major key sets a joyful, utopian and carefree mood for the track along with the (sometimes 

silly) instrumentation, and up-beat tempo. 

 

Figure 15. Toad Harbor Course Introduction 
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The way the soundtrack of Toad’s Harbor borrows chords from other scales creates harmonic 

interest, and gives us major chords where we expect a minor chord, such as the VI and gives the 

song a sense of forward-direction and increased intensity. It also gives the music a sense of not 

taking itself too serious. Maybe we go in this direction, maybe we go in the other - it doesn’t really 

matter. 

 

In Toad’s harbor we find a similar instrumentation to the rest of the songs in the game. We have a 

section consisting of common band instruments: the guitars, the electric bass, the synths, the drums 

and the various percussion instruments. In addition to this we have some strings that glue 

everything together. Perhaps is it two particular instruments that defines the sound of Toad’s 

Harbor: The steel drums and the whistle-like synth sound. 

The Super-Mario games have been known to include the steel drums in seaport-related maps, using 

its sound as a sort of a leitmotif in itself for the carefree summer-sea-vibe.  

In Toad’s Harbor the band also sounds more like a band playing in the crowded streets, rather than 

a band opening a gameshow, such as the introductory theme to the game. Perhaps they usually play 

at the market that we drive through. The theme of Toad’s Harbor feels down to earth, and it sounds 

like the band are just ‘jamming along’, not really caring if they play the occasional funny-sounding 

note. Perhaps this is because of the lack of horns, or that several of the instruments present a soft, 

acoustic vibe, such as the clean guitar-melody, the acoustic guitar backing, the percussion, the 

whistling, and the steel drums. Maybe it could be the jazz-rock vibe of the vibe, alluding smaller 

club or outdoor spaces as a natural place to perform in the genre. 

 

In the A-section, the clean-guitar melody starts and ends every melodic phrase on the off-beat, 

following Mario-music traditions of emphasis on the weak beat. Outside of this, the rhythm is fairly 

straightforward, mostly following repeated eight-notes before breaking up the rhythm with rests 

towards the phrase-ending. The melodies follow the chord notes for the most part, and the opening 

phrase underlines familiarity with its E major triad, putting emphasis on the tonal center. 

 

The A part starts out with a slow harmonic rhythm, playing the tonic, E major over six bars before 

switching to the IV (A major). The harmonic rhythm then ramps up, changing chords every bar. 

Nintendo then fakes us out in the transition between the A and B-section of the song, where the first 

two chords go to the VI-major instead of back to the tonic or to the VI minor. The VI chord is then 

followed by a bVm. The theme of Toad’s Harbor is full of surprises, and Nintendo demonstrates 

child-like curiosity, happiness and adventure through the music of the genderless Mushroom-

Humanoid. 
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The song then moves on to a different progression, setting us up for the B-part. The last four chords 

of the A-section have a stepwise chord motion from F#m (IIm) to the A (IV), and the guitar 

underlines a high E over the IIm7 - I/III which then modulates the IVmajor to a minor, giving us a 

IIm-V progression leading to the tonic of G major, the opening chord of the B-section.  

Nintendo’s jazz-influences come to show in Toad’s harbor in the way the playing with IIm-V-I 

progressions throughout the theme. Right before the A section ends, a synthesized whistle-like flute 

plays a countermelody to the lead guitar. The steel drums, then, along with the drum kit, initiates a 

melody in the B section which is played together with the lead guitar, harmonizing in thirds. 

 

The B section then slows down the harmonic rhythm for a moment, giving us some space to breath 

over the first for bars, which follow a I - IV progression. The harmony then moves in a less 

predictable, but in a kind of familiar direction, in a - I6 - IV - Vsus4 / iii - III progression and 

shifting chords every bar.  

 

While the steel drums rhythmically accentuate a 16th note pattern, the whistle-like synth floats like 

a feather over the fifth and root of the G major chord. As the guitar re-enters, this time with a slight 

distortion, the steel drums and flute rest for a moment before all the three parts come together in a 

harmonized melody. The three instruments alternate between occupying the melody space alone, 

and cooperating in a three-voiced harmony. Hand claps accentuate the snare, and follows as the 

steady grooves occasionally breaks up to accentuate various parts of the melody. 

 

The B-section then modulates back into E major and moves into into a downward-moving flurry of 

chords played twice as fast, every half bar: IV (A major) - I/III - IIm - I before repeating it, but this 

time modulated back to G major. The B-section ends in a IIm - V resolving back to I: The E major.  

It seems that though we went in many exciting directions along the way, we all ended up safely 

back home.  

 

The climax of the song, the ending of the B-section seems to fit nicely with the overall feel of the 

track - friendly competition, while simultaneously working together to create an enjoyable piece of 

music. The same goes for the overall arrangement of the track, which feels ambivalent in the way it 

both challenges the listener with its fast tempo and its flurry of notes, but also creates a melody that 

is easy to follow along with, through repetition and use of harmony. The mix follows the tradition 

of the Mario Kart 8 Deluxe soundtracks - emphasis on the mid to higher frequencies.  
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The result is a track that feels like it follows along with Toad’s genderlessness, and plays with 

gender norms in an exciting and childish way. After all, ‘playfulness’ and ‘fun’ are operating aside 

of notions of gender.  

 

The music underlines the impression that the course gives. The firmly rooted E-chord over the first 

six bars give the player a sense of relaxation, safety and familiarity, and this is shown in the 

environment as well. A big asphalted road, sailboats nonchalantly watching nearby, and palm trees 

blowing in the wind. As the melody starts, the player takes the shortcut, speed boosting his kart into 

a friendly boat nearby, jumping over water and landing at the summer market. Coins lead the way 

up to the colorful roof, and festive pennants are hanging right above the driver. A speed boost takes 

the player’s character off the market and to the roads surrounding a fairy-tale like castle. As the new 

section of the course unfolds itself, the harmonic rhythm ramps up, increasing the feeling of 

adventure, excitement and discovery. Something is familiar, yet it goes somewhere different than 

where the player expected. The shorter road the player has chosen to take is rewarded - a speed 

boost lets the player fly for a moment as he or she discovers a road the players with the safe-choice 

wouldn’t have noticed, leading to new section - a special alley away from the castle and into a 

neighborhood of Toads. As the music modulates, the player finds hirself driving sideways on the 

wall. As the speed boosts there send the character Baby Luigi flying, he jumps out of the kart, 

turning towards the player as he smiles in ecstasy and frantically waves his arms. The character is 

then sent flying off the anti-gravity field, back towards the downhill-slope presented in the 

introduction. This is where the music is at its most intense, and the chords downward-motion fit the 

downward motion of the player’s kart. As the player approaches the starting line for lap two, the 

music calms down again, going back to the tonal center and the E major root. Back to familiarity, 

back to the beginning. As this player clearly is an advanced driver, it seems that some of the audio 

cues come one or two seconds before their intended place, compared to someone who wouldn’t be 

using the advanced driving tactics as he or she is using. Perhaps this is an indication that the music 

rewards the player’s who are new to the game, making sure they have the best possible first 

impression of the game?  
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Final reflections 

Throughout this thesis I have considered whether the sound that frames Mario Kart 8 Deluxe queer 

stereotypical notions of masculinity and femininity. My findings in this matter are frequently 

contradictory, as Nintendo carefully manages this landscape by both subverting and accommodating 

norms. Mario Kart 8 Deluxe’s mixing decisions play into queer notions of gender in several ways. 

Notions of masculinity are de-emphasized through the focus on the mid to higher frequencies, thus 

avoiding ‘deepness’, which Tami Gadir (2017) have argued are often associated with notions of 

stereotypical masculinity. Drums are raw and without samples, taking away notions of power and 

aggressiveness, while the bass steers away from the sub-bass region. The overall sound is a clean 

sound, and though not easily performed, the music is easily approachable to the listener.  

 

In the music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, electric guitars flirt with notions of masculinity in many ways 

through virtuousic performance and distorted sound, creating chaos while functioning as a 

grounding device, leaving ideas of masculine stability as well as masculine aggressiveness in the 

player. The music in these cases signifies along with heavy metal and Nintendo plays with jazz 

influences to queer notions of masculinity. This masculinity, however, represents ideas of  

‘otherness’, thus raising the point that stereotypical notions of masculinity are indeed not the norm 

in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe. The general theme of the songwriting in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is that 

notions of femininity and masculinity are unclear, and in cases where they are present, they are 

often cooperating. The music of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is playful, sometimes chaotic, and often 

paints a picture of a childlike utopia. This utopia is both innocent and adventurous.  

 

Virtuosity occurs frequently along with easy-going melodies, and is not reserved for any single 

instrument or sound, but could happen to any instrument at any time. Gendered characteristics that 

result in self-identification often have to do with notions of boyish childhood, and this is reflected in 

the music as well. Adventurous, competitive and full of surprises, not always having a clear 

direction, but always coming safely back home in the end. Along the way there are sometimes risks 

and danger, but where these risks are present, there’s always someone to catch you if you should 

fall, and bring you back unharmed. The music understates teamwork and friendly competition more 

than anything else, and all notions of gender must work together as a whole to make the music 

come to life.  

 

Nintendo appears to dodge questions of sexuality directly, but nevertheless hints at it through their 

character design in both voice and visual design, though this is not the general trend. Sexuality in 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe could be described as innocent, naive, childlike, and seems to be only addressed 
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indirectly. It seems to be more emphasized outside of the game itself, through fan readings of the 

characters, and seems to be an area that belongs more to the motherly princess-characters more than 

any one else. Sexuality in Mario Kart 8 Delxue seems to be connected with adulthood, and when 

most characters does not fit into the characteristic, it arguably places femininity at the top of the 

social hierarchy. Femininity becomes codified with adulthood in Mario Kart, and masculinity 

becomes codified with notions of childhood, and this way queers stereotypical notions of gender. 

 

I would suggest that masculinity in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe seems to be queered, in a way that implies 

‘otherness’, and often in combination with the role of the antagonists. The audiovisual impressions 

that imply familiarity and notions of heroism emphasize both a soft, perhaps fragile masculinity and 

a  femininity that is more reminiscent of a pre-pubescent child more than a full-grown person. 

These notions of gender extends to the vast majority of the character roster. In situations where 

Nintendo has the opportunity to play into notions of masculinity they steer away, leaving flaws that 

are human, and happen outside of gender norms. It is as if anyone can be happy and playful as 

Mario Kart 8 Deluxes makes room for queer identities through processes of self-identification. 

Finally, stereotypical notions of gender in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe become queered through fan 

readings of the universe, altering the hierarchy and roles of the characters, but this happens in the 

game as well. Every character has the potential to be the best, and every character is equally capable 

of taking risks, even if the player is not the most skilled. And, as my research has attempted to 

illustrate, music and sound make a vital contribution to this process. 
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